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FOREWORD
This report summarizes the results of the study conducted under Contract
NAS5-21705, Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Configuration and Systems Trade-
Off Study--3-Axis Stabilized Configuration. The study was conducted by the
Space Division of North American Rockwell Corporation for the Goddard Space
Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
To ensure that the NASA would receive the most comprehensive and creative
treatment of the problems associated with the definition of an optimum TDRS
system concept, North American Rockwell entered into subcontracting agreements
with the AIL Division of Cutler-Hammer and the Advanced Systems Analysis office
of Magnavox. In this teaming relationship NR performed as the prime contractor
with responsibility for study management, overall system engineering, TDR
spacecraft and subsystem design, network operations and control, reliability
engineering, and cost estimating. AlL was responsible for RF link an_ysls,
the on-board telecommunications subsystem design and ground station RF
equipment design. Hagnavox was responsible for telecommunications system
analysis, user spacecraft terminal design, and ground station signal processing.
The study was in two parts. Part I of the study considered all elements
of the TDRS system but emphasized the design of a 3-axis stabilized satellite
and a telecommunications system optimized for support of low and medium data
rate user spacecraft constrained to be launched on a Delta 2914. Part II
emphasized upgrading the spacecraft design to provide telecommunications support
to low and high, or low, medium and high data rate users, considering launches
with the Delta 2914, the Atlas/Centaur, and the Space Shuttle.
.:_ The reporting for both parts of the study is as follows:
:_ Part I Part II
SD 72-SA-0133 SD 73-SA-0018
_ i. Part I, Summary (-I) I. Study Summary (-I)
; 2. System Engineering (-2) 2. Telecommunications Design (-2)
_ 3. Telecommunications Serivce 3. Spacecraft Design (-3)
e,_ System (-3) 4. Cost Estimates (-4)
._ 4. Spacecraft and Subsystem
Design (-4)
_ 5. User Impact and Ground Station
._ Design (-5)
6. Cost Estimates (-6)
7. Telecommunications System
Summary (-7)
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This report consists of four volumes: Volume I, Study Summary: Volume 11,
Part II TelecommunlcatJons Design; Volume Ill, Part II Spacecraft Design,
and Volume IV, Study Cost Analysis; This volume summarizes tileactivities and
results of both Part I and Part II, as does Volume IV. The detailed technical
material developed during Part I was extensively reported in the Part I F_nal
Report and is not repeated in this report. Volumes II and III are technical
reports covering only Part II. The reader is referred to the Part I Final
Reports for detailed considerations of mission analysis, network operations
aed control, telecommunications system analysis, telecommunications subsystem
design (baseline), spacecraft mechanical and structural design (baseline),
spacecraft subsystem design and analysis, reliability, user spacecraft impact
(baseline), and ground station design: except as they were influenced by
Part II design and analysis aL_Ivities.
Acknowledgement is given to the following individuals for their
participation in and contributions to tileconduct of this study:
North American Rockwell
M. A. Cantor System Engineering and Spacecraft
I)esign--P_oJect Engineer
A. A. Nussberger Electrical Power
W. C. Schmill Electrical Power
R. E. Oglevie Stabllizat,on and Control
A. F. Boyd Stabilization and Control
R. N. Yee Propulsion
A. D. Nusenow Thermal Control
• T.F. Rudiger Flight Mechanics
J. W. Collins Satellite Design
P. H. Dirnbach Reliability
W. F. Deutsch Telecommunications Design
S. H. Turkel Operations Analysis and Cost
A. Forster Cost
A. F. Anderson Integration
AIL-Divlsion of Cutler-Hammer
, T.T. NoJl Telecommunications Design
L. Swartz Telecommunications Design
The Magnavox Company
D. H. DeVito Telecommunication System Analysis
D. Cartier Ground Station Design
.; R. H, French Operations Analysis
., G. Shausha,Lan User Transponder Desisn
In addition we acknmcledse significant support and contribut£ons from
Mr, Peter Sielman of AlL and Dr, Nell Birch of Nagnavox,
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This volume documents the results of the Part II spacecraft design
studies of the TDRSS configuration and tradeoff studies. During Part 11,
primary emphasis was placed on Phase I, the design of an uprated TDRS to
support low, medium, and high daLa rate users but still within the con-
straints of a launch on a Delta 2914, as was the baseline spacecraft designed
in Part I. In Phase II of Part 11, a spacecraft launched on an Atlas/Centaur
and multiple launches of the TDRS from the Shuttle using an Agena Tug were
investigated.
The uprated TDRS for the Delta 2914 launch required no changes in oper-
ations or system engineering from the baseline (Part 1) system. The space-
craft design was affected only by replacing the 2 m fixed Ku-/S-band antennas
with 3.8 m furlable antennas and relocating the TDRS/GS antenna from the
centerllne to the solar panel strut and in_reasing its size from 0.9 m to
1.8 m. The solar panels were increased .186 m2 (2 ft2) to minimize operating
restrictions at end of life and the skin thickness reduced from 0.008 to 0.006
and the glue from 0.008 to 0.005. Other than the telecomunicatlons subsystem,
the only changes in equipment were the removal of two amp-hour meters from the
electrical power system and 16 explosive valves (one at each thruster) in the
propulsion system to minimize the decrease in weight contingency. Incorpor-
• ating these design changes results in a weight contingency of 26.2 kg (57.5 Ib).
The telecommunications subsystem was configured to have essentially the
same reliability for the uprated design as the baseline; therefore, spacecraft
and system reliability does not change. In addition, the telecommunication
components using high power were mounted directly on the louver panels to
maximize heat rejection and eliminate potential hot spots.
The increased capability of the Atlas/Centaur permits launch of a space-
craft with additional communications capability. Five 3.8 m (12.5 it) furl-
' able antennas, larger solar panels, more batteries, and a "Senior AGIPA" LDR
antenna were put on the spacecraft. Four of the large antennas serve four MDR
users (or three MDRU and 1HDRU) and one transmits/receives to/from the ground.
t This version has ample weight contingency.
t Studies for a Shuttle launch considered launching three spacecraft on one
launch with an Agena tug. Two versions were studied. A minimum cost version
packaged three uprated baseline spacecraft with the _ena placing them in _
synchronous orbit (no apogee kick motor). The weight contingency on eachspacecraft i= 178 kg (393 lb). A high capability version considered three ofthe five-antenna spacecraft placed in orbit by the Agena tug. The weight con-
tingency was reduced to $0.6 kg (111 lb) for each spacecraft. Use of anapogee kick stage will increase the allowable weight of each spacecraft by
approximately 230 kg. This was not needed by the selected designs (which have
adequate coumunications capability) and the kick stage would complicate space-
craft operstions and increase cost.
1-1
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2.0 DELTA 2914 UPRATED SPACECRAFT DES[GN
The first and primary task of Part II was to uprate the Delta-launched
TDRS design to support LDR, MDR, and IIDRusers. The basic support require-
ments were changed to eliminate LDR voice and to include S-band voice for
Shuttle and support of HDR users.
These changes required modifications to the telecommunlcatlcns system
including the antennas, the electrical power requirements, and the spacecraft
. weights. TelL.communicatlon system changes are described in Volume 11, and the
resulting power and weight values are summarized in Table 2-1.
, 2.1 SYSTEM ENGINEERING
Uprating the TDRS has no effect on the mission analyses or networ_ oper-
ations and control as defined in Volume II of the Part I final report for the
baseline spacecraft, and that analysis is applicable to the uprated vehicle.
Additional analyses were conducted to establish the relationship between
antenna elevation angle, station location and satellite inclinations, and pre-
diction of solar eutages.
2.1.1 Ground Elevation Ansle versus Station Latitude
q
The effect of latitude on ground station elevation angle was compoted.
This is shown in Figure 2-1 for TDRS orbit inclinations of O, 2.5, and 7.5
degrees. Although the base system
- assumes the ground station to be at I_
_._--z._ ¢. _ _
desired ground elevation angle as
TOR$SP_I_ • JNP
- shown in this figure and Increased _x\k__l'I I
: of Report SD 72-SA-0133-2). The fig- _ _ _ [
latitude of White Sands, the elevation _ j_
, an_le is approximately one degree
._ higher than at Rosman (11 degrees _ t_
l versus 10 degrees). AC Houston, it
I increases another 0.5 degree to 1L.5 I_ I
degrees. At Goddard's latitude the J =
t elevation is approximately 1.5 degree". less than Rosman. _' j_ _ w[l I _ _ _'
Figur_ 2-1. Grot,nd Elevation
Angle Ver_u_ L_tltudc
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Table 2-1 Telecommunication Weight and Power Summary
m
Weight Power(Watts)
n
kg ._ Ib Maximum Average
LDR
Receiver 4.1 9.0 9.1 9.1
Transmitter (30 db EIRP) 2.5 5.5 * 1116.0"*
(27 db EIRP) 61.0"*
Antenna (includingsupportarms) 14.4 31.7
MDR/HDR_1
Receiver (S andKu) 4.5 9.9 8.2 8.2
) Transm,tter S-Data 6. ,_, 14.1 15.(', 15.0
S-Voice/Data 66.0 66.0
KtrData ._.1 5.1
Ku-Video 35.8 3.5.8
Antenna (includingsupportstrut) 17.9 39.4 24.0 4.0
MDR/HDR#2
Receiver (S andKu) 4.5 9.9 8.2 8.2
Tm,'_mitter S-Data 6.4 14.1 15.0 15.0
Ku-Data 5.0 5.0(Will nottransmitvoiceor videoat sametime
and#1)
Antenna (includingsupportarms) 17.9 39.4 24.0 4.0
TDRS/GS
Receiver 2,2 4.8 5.3 5.3
Transmitter 9.6 21,1
MDR (17.5 d8 margin) 6.0 6.0
HDR (7.5 dBmargin) 20.8 20.8
HDR (17.5 dB margin) 50.6 50.6 t
• Antema 7.5 16.5 9.5 --
FrequencySource 3.5 7.7 8.0 8.0
TT&C
Processor 4.4 g.7 10.0 10.0
Transceiver 1.8 4.0 13.5/4.5 O.5
S-BandTracking/DNerWire 2.6 5.7 7.9 2.0
DCCabling 6.0 13.2
RF Cablingand Waveguide 6.0 13.2
, Total 123.6 2;'2.5
• Peak_)wor of 205 wattsor 403 wattscanbeputthroughthissyste_nforupto 2 to 5 minute
_ies, whenuser is In severeRFI envinxmwnt.
•* Includes10 percentfor IX_or conditioalng
.l
&-Z
|D ?$-IA-UOWI-)
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2.1.2 Solar Outage
The "solar outage" which is created when the sun, TDRS, and ground station
tracking cone are in llne, also wa.= determined. Thls outage occurs _wlce a
year. For an 18.3 m (60 it) grouno antenna the cone angle is approximately
0.I0 degree. This produces an outage of approximately 2.5 minutes on one day
twice a ,/ear. For a TDRS spacing of 130 degrees (65 degrees relative longl-
rude from ground station) this occurs 15 days before and after each equinox
; for Rosman, and 13 days for White Sands. It occurs at a local tlme of approx-
imately 7.3 hours for the east satclllte and 16.7 hours for the west satellite.
2.2 SPACECRAFT DESIGN CONCEPTS
Three concepts were investigated in Part II for the Delta 2914 launch.
The first concept, which was looked at in greatest detail, was an tprated
version of the Part I baseline concept but with the c.-,pabllltyto support hlgh
data rate (HDR) users as well as medium and low data rate users. The two
other concepts were investigated to a much lower level of detail. These are
an austere version of the uprated concept wlth no LDR service and a version to
service MDR/!IDR users through two hlgh pecform_t_ce antennas with the low and
medium data rate users req,,Iring multiple access serviced by an S-band array,
These configurations are described in the followlng sections.
2.2.1 Uprated TDRS Configuration
2.2.1.1 Spacecraft Design
The baseline TDRS configuration generated in Part I was reconfigured by
replacing the MDR 1.98 m diameter dishes by 3.8 m diameter furlable dishes
: to permit high data rate (HDR) operation. To facilitate the increased TDRS/GS
llnk requirements the TDRS/GS antenna was increased from .9 m diameter to 1.8 m
and relocated from the spacecraft centerline to oz.e of the solar panel support
struts. Wlth the larger antennas, the solar shadow lines from the dlsh requlredl
nwvf,g the solar array panels further outboard. The LDR UHF/VHF array remalns
unchanged but the LDR transmit mode of operation was changed to FFOV from
steered beam which necessitated the electronic changes described in Volume If.
' Figure 2-2 111ustrate_ the uprated configuration, ard Figure 2-3 shows
the overall changes between the baseline and uprated concepts.
: To Incorporate the support requirements of the HDI_ users, the size of the
; parabolic reflector antennae were increased frou 1.98 m to 3.8 m diameter. The
_, receivers and _ransa/ttere were upra_.ed to allow simultaneous operation on both
?
,_ Ku- and S-band. _.
!
the change In antenna diameter had the greatest lmpact on the spacecraft
i co_.flsuratlon. The 1.98 m disaster eolJ_ reflector =mtenmse used in Part I were
the largest solid-face reflector poeetblr to package In the Delta 2914 shroud.
The requirement for HDIt capablllty and the higher Shuttle requirements In the
; uprsted TIMS necessitated using furlable or foldln$ antenna reflectorp, to pro-
vlde the full 3.8 u dimmter.
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The uprated TDRS is packaged for launch in the shroud fairing of the
Delta 2914 as shown in Figure 2-4.
The LDR UHF and VHF array elements are compressed and retracted to their
positions ahead of the spacecraft body. The HDR/MDR antennas are furled into
their package configuration, and their support struts are swung forward around
and in front of the LDR elements.
The TDRS/GS mesh antenna is rotated forward with the lower strut of the
solar panel strut system as it folds above and below the spacecraft body so
that the TDRS/GS antenna is positioned above the furled HDR/MDR antennas with
its feed support cone extending between them.
As the solar panel struts are folded forward and toward the spacecraft
body, the solar array panels fold down and around the body behind the LDR
elements leaving the gap between panels on the sides for clearance with the
HDR/MDR antenna support struts and clearance for operation of the attitude
stabilization and control thrusters prior to deployment of the solar panels
and antennas.
Launch locks and latches restrain and position the various structures in
relation to clearance with the Delta fairing and to withstand launch environ-
ment loads and vibration.
The rear of the spacecraft inner cone surrounding the apogee motor has a
machined ring surface at _s rear face for attachment and matching with the
• 37-31A attach fitting on the Delta third stage motor.
With the allowable spacecraft payload on the Delta 2914 plus the CTS
a_ogee motor of 334.8 kg, the TDRS spacecraft weight of 308.5 kg provides a
contingency of 26.3 kg. This is approximately i0 percent of the dry weight of
the spacecraft.
After the spacecraft reaches synchronous orbit and becomes three-axls-
stabilized, ground commands initiate the release of the solenoid-operated
latches of the solar panel strut system. The spring-loaded struts extend and
, lock into their deployed posltlons. The solar panel halves rotate forward
around their hinge lines with spring loaded hinges to assume a flatter shape
for increased efficiency.
The latches for the HDR/MDR antenna support struts are similarly activa-
ted and the support struts rotated back on each side of the spacecraft with
- sprlng-loaded joints until they lock in the deployed position. The tips of
the furled antennas are released from their latches to the support struts and
the antenna gimbals drive the furled antennas to their neutral forward pointing
position. The tension cable restraining the ribs is severed by the guillotine
cutters on command and the ribs deployed back to their stops by the antenna
deployment mechanism in the antenna hub. This deployment takes approximately
90 seconds.
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: While tileIIDR/MDR antennas are being deployed, the LDR antenna system is
deployed by first initiating tilesolenoid release of the latches on the support
arms of the elements. As the spring-loaded arms swing out tca position close
to their final locked position, a cable-operated release system is activated
by the arms and the ground plane extension arms on the element are released to
extend the mesh ground planes to their full diameters. The electrically
powered actuator in the STEM unit at the hub of the element is activated and
extends the center STEM forward to the full length of the deployed element,
carrying tlle_IF discs and dipole element forward in equally spaced increments
with a thin dacron cord system.
The TDRS/GS anrenna is automatically deployed into its neutral, or for-
ward looking position, by the actuation of the solar panel strut system since
it is sectrred to the top of the inner solar panel strut.
i
The solar panel drive actuators are energized to rotate the panels to
acquire the sun and to remain in rotation to maintain the panels normal to the
sun llne. The TDRS/GS antenna is aligned to the proper coordinates to acquire
the ground station antenna and the TDRS achieves its operational status.
All joints in the deployment of the antennas and solar panels are designed
to avoid undue impact loading of the spacecraft during deployment. Shock
absorbing devices witnln the Joint latch designs are included to reduce the
rate of closure while still asEur_tg positive lock at all Joints. Proper
choice of lubrication and bearing design is made to assure reliability of
deployment devices in the 3pace environment.
• Increasing the spacing between solar panels to clear the solar shadow
line of the larger HDR/MDR antennas increased the length of the solar panel
support struts, and the location of the TDRS/GS antenna on one of the struts
increased the size and weight of the strut system.
; The solar panel area was increased from 4.18 square meters to 4.36 square
meters to minimize operating restrictions at end of life. To accommodate the
" increased solar array area, the substrate d_sign was changed to a lightweight
; construction to minimize weight increase.
J
' _ The solar cells and covers increased by 1.04 kg and the substrate reduced
in weight 1.85 kg by incorporating 11ghter weight construction. The support
strut system weight increased 1.95 kg because of the extended length and the
mounting of the TDRS/GS antenna on one of the struts. Welgl.ts of solar array
system components are shown in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2. Solar Array System Weight
r ' Kgii
Solar cells, covers, wiring, etc. 9.21
Substrate 7.48
Solar array drive system (2) 6.80
Support struts and linkage 4.22
i
Total 27.71
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In the HDR/MDR system, the weights of the receiver and ttansmltter
electronics were incresed by 1.0 kg and 1.29 kg, respectively, over the
Part I system to include simultaneous operation of Ku- and S-band with each
antenna. Each lightweight mesh/rlb furlable antenna is 2.47 kg heavier than
the smaller solid-face antenna. Table 2-3 summarizes the MDR/HDR telecom-
munications weights.
Table 2-3. HDR/MDR Weights
No. 1 receiver 4.5
No. 2 receiver 4.5
No. 1 transmitter 6.4
No. 2 transmitter 6.4
Amtenna (2) (2 x 17.9) 35.8
Reflector 7.09
S-band feed 1.0_
Ku-band feed .95
Gimbal 2.26
Control/electronics 2.26
Rotary joints .95
Support s_rut 3.35
Total 17.9
57.6
%
Incorporating the HDR capability in the TDRS/GS link resulted in an
increase in the .9 m TDRS/GS antenna to 1.8 m diameter and the TDRS/GS
transmitter changed from solid state to a redundant twv-channel TWT design. •
The larger 1.8 m diameter antenna could not be mounted in the same position
as the smaller Part I antenna support struts of the stowed HDR/MDR antennas
and blocked the field of view of the horizon sensors. A position on the
upper solar panel support llnk provided the best support to the antenna and
permits packaging with the stowed LDR elements and the HDR/MDR antenna
without requiring furling of the TDRS/GS autenna.
The •ntenna is a rlb-m.eh design developed by Radiation Systems Division
of Radiation, Inc., Melbour_e, Florid•, similar to their furlable design except
that the ribs remained fixed, providing a lightweight nonfurlable antenna.
The rlb-mesh antenna is formed by 16 Eigld ribs of 0.50 inch diameter
thin wall ahuninum tubes which support and contour the elaetlc mesh surfaces.
To obtain the required surface tolerance • double mesh deslsn is employed.
(This construction is similar to that described in Section 2.2.1.2.) To
provide thermal control, each rib is wrapped with ._Itilayer (superlnsulatlon)
blankets. The ribs are supported in • risid box hub stricture which also
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serves as the _r, ce flange and mounts to the anter'_a mbal. The jimbal
unit ig flange-rt .ated to the front of the inner solar p,: .-.l support link
strut Just below" t-le strut folding Joint.
The antenna l'" offset from the spacecraft cents ,',,., unbalancing the
symmetry of the spa?vc=-;ft from both a mass and sol, ":_ssure viewpoirt.
Howe_er, the lightwei6ht:, high-porosity rib-me, il ,_, .: ;' minimizes the un-
balan,'.e compared to a _oliJ--_ace refIect¢r of ..! ,x_ _. _ize. The solar
pressure may be balaaceJ by _l_gh_,lv red,;iir, g ,, ;,._Losity of the mesh surfaces
of the large gromtd plane:_ of tb_ tw_ LDR _,tF t,:- y elements on the side of
the spacecraft opposite the TDRS/G,_ ant,::_na t.: t_:aLch the reflectivity of the
TDRS/GS antenna mesh.
The mass unbalance in both the deployed c,t_d stowed configuration by the
offset of the TDRS/GS antenna is baianced by reversing the location of one of
the HDR/MDR antenna support struts to the side opposite the TDRS/GS, thereby
locating the mass of both HDR/MDR support struts on the side away from the
TDRS/GS antenna. The further balancing required for stowed configuration is
achieved by locating btth the gimbal control/electronic5 modules (4.52 kg) at
the gimbals axes. The weight of the transmitter was increased 5.08 kg for
two chc nels with the TWT, and 1.71 kg to incorporate dual TWT's in each
channel. The lightweight mesh/rlb antenna is .89 kg heavier than the smaller
solld-face antenna used in the Part I baseline design. Table 2-4 shows the
TDRS/GS system weights.
' Table 2-4. TDRS/GS Weights
Transmitter 9.6
Receiver 2.2
Antenna 7.5
Reflector 2.44 t
Ku-band feed .95
' Gimbal 1.47
• ' Control/electronics 2.27
Rotary jolnt_ .39
• 7.5
Total
t
f
: The transmltter/divlder components of the LDR system were redesigned to
t combine the _.ransmitter and divider netvork, reducing electronics weight by
1.81 kg (Table 2-5).
#
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Table 2-.5. LDR System Weight
Trarsmit ter (4) 2.5
Receiver (4) 14.!
Antenna (4)
Element 2.26
Stem Unit .91
Strut .41
3.58
Total 21 .G
In tile Tracking/Order Wire System, a separate receiver was installed for
the order wire to reflect the difference in freque;:cy from the tracking trans-
ponder. The two units use the same antenna. Weights are shown in Table 2-6.
Table 2-6. Tracking and Order Wire _ystem Weight
Transce ive r 2.5
Antenna helix .1
Total 2.6
The de wiring, RF cabling and waveguide necessar) for the interconnectton
• of the systems and th_ frequency source increased because of the relocation of
the larger antennas and the increase in bands in the frequency source required
for the HDR frequencies The RF cabling and waveguide increased in weight Jj',,
1.49 kg and the frequency source by .99 kg (Table 2-7),
Table 2-7. Miscellaneous Support System Weight
kg
DC wi ring 6.0
RF cabling and W/G 6.0
' Frequency source 3.5
Total 15.5
,m
I A summary of the communication system weights is shown in Table 2-8.
Table 2-8. Communication Systems Weight
,l m
l kg
liDR/MDR 5 7.6
TD_S/CS 19.3
LDR 21.0
TT&C 7.6
Tracking and ordervlre 2.6
Frequency source 3.5 |
Cabllng W/G and wiring 12.0 J
Total 123.6 I
i
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2.2.1.2 Antenna Description
The space-to-space antenna design chosen for suitability, proven hardware
development, and lightweight construction was a furlable rib-mesh design
developed by Radiation Systems Division of Radiation, Inc., Melbourne, Florida.
The basic design is illustrated in Figure 2-5. A number of rigid, para-
bolic-shaped ribs are mounted radially about a central hub and deployment
mechanism. The RF reflective surface is provided by attaching a low spring
rat,, elastic, metallic mesh to the ribs. The use of this "soft" mesh with
the rigid ribs results in a rib-dominated reflector surface that is relatively
unaffected by changing mesh forces and orbital thermal variations throughout
the antenna life. The rigid ribs provide sufficient stiffness to the reflec-
tor surface to allow meaningful RF range testing of the reflector in a gravity
environment.
In the past, the surface accuracy of this type of design was directly
proportionsl tc the number of ribs because the largest contribution to sur-
face error was the "reverse bulge" effect of the mesh between the ribs. _ne
general nature of this effect is shown in Figure 2-6. The mesh membrane is
pulled eight between the two curved, relativel_ rigid ribs. Due to the
curvature of the ribs, the mesh takes a doubly curved shape, bowing in toward
the concave side of the reflector.
This error can be eliminated by the "double mesh" concept shown in Fig-
ure 2-7. The concept utilizes a second mesh as a drawin_ surface for contour-
ing the front reflector mesh. The second mesh is attached to the back of the
ribs and is tied to the front mesh by tensioned wires. By properly tensioning
these tie ,vires, t,e reflector surface can be contoured to a precision para-
bolic shape, Since the double mesh design approach eliminates the dependence
of surface accuracy o_ the number of ribs, reflector designs can be tailored
to meet a wide range of surface tolerance and structural requirements with a
light weight. Deployment of the reflector is controlled by a mechanical
deployment system (MDS), with redundant mechanical and electrical drive motors.
Figure 2-8 shows the stow_ ' reflector layout.
. Figures 2-9 and 2-16 _lustrate a test model antenna in the deployed con-
figuration, that clearly shows the porosity of the thin mesh membrane that
provides the reflective surface for RF operation, and a deployment sequence
in a vacuum test cbamber as the antenna is deployed from the packaged config-
uration to the fully deployed position.
i The surface accuracy of the reflector is closely controlled by the fabrt-
catJ_,n and measurement methods employed and the double mesh design.
i I. Component of overall I<MSsurface error due to fabrication
and assembly is independent of reflector size with the use
, of double mesh and adjustable tie wires.
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Figure 2-5. Basic Features of Figure 2-6. Reverse Bulge Effect
Deployable Reflector Design
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Figure 2-8. Stowed Reflector Layout
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Figure 2-9. Deployed Test Model Antenna
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2. Component of total RMS (orbital conditions) due to gravity
deflection in a zero gravity environment is minimized by
setting the reflector surface in a face-side position at
assembly.
3. Component of total RMS error due to thermal effects (on
orbit) is minimized by using appropriately plated mesh and
thermal control of ribs, feed cone, and hub.
Figure 2-11 indicates surface RMS error and gain loss due to surface RMS
error plotted against aperture diameter. For the 3.8 m (12.5 ft) diameter
antenna, an RMS surface error of .018 inch can be achieved and at 15 GHz
frequency less than .25 db gain loss is experienced.
The TDRS antenna design consists of a 3.8 m diameter, deployable, para-
bolic reflector with dual feeds, operating at Ku- and S-band frequencies,
supported on a central conical structure. This aluminum feed support cone
forms the main structure to which all components are attached.
The parabolic reflector is formed by 12 rigid ribs of 1.50-inch diameter
thin wall aluminum tubes which support and contour the elastic mesh surface.
The number of ribs was based on a tradeoff of surface tolerance and weight.
The rib diameter f 1.50 inches was chosen to provide a high deployed stiff-
ness and to allow gravity testing of the reflector in any orientation without
external fixturing. Each rib is attached and pivoted about a point which is
in-line with the feed cone to eliminate load eccentricity. The mesh is con-
structed from 7-strand bundles of 0.7 mil Chrome I-R wire knitted into a
wire screen. The metallic mesh material selected ensures no degradation of
mesh strength properties throughout the 5-year orbital operation. After
knitting, the mesh is plated with electroless nickel, gold, and vapor-deposited
aluminum. The nickel/gold pla_ing provides the necessary properties for elec-
trical reflectivity, while the outer aluminum plating provides the thermal
and environmental control (hardening) necessary for the orbital environment.
The finished mesh is a low spring rate, elastic material. The use of this
"soft" mesh with the rigid ribs results in a rib-dominated reflector surface
; which is relatively unaffected by changing mesh forces and orbital thermal
, , variations throughout the antenna llfe.
Deployment of the reflector from the stowed to the fully _eployed posi-
tion is controlled precisely to eliminate the transfer of any deployment
forces to the spacecraft. The controlled deployment also prevents impact
i loading of the rib structures, assuring the preset parabolic surface is not
distorted by the deployment action. The deployment mechanism utilizes redund-
ant energy drive systems to rotate a ball screw within a recirculati_g ball
{ nut. The resultant llnear motion of the ball nut rotates each rib from the
stowed to deployed position through the individual linkages to each rib. The
; primary drive of this system is a constant torque spring motor which also
provides a preload on the mechanism in the stcwed condition. The 5-inch
spr.ng motor provides sufficient energy to deploy the antenna in any orienta-
tion under a one-g condition. In a zero gravity condition, the spring motor
can provide more than twice the deployment energy requirements. The backup
drive system consists of two miniature torque motors driven through 60:1 ratio
| 2-18 SD 73-SA-0018-3A
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Figure 2-i0, Deployment of a Rib-Dominated Rib-and-Mesh Reflector
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gear system. The torque motors normally function as dynamic brakes, control-
ling the deployment rate and requirinF no electrical power. If called upon
to deliver power (by the deployment control unit), the motors can increase the
to_'que to the ball screw by as much as a factor of four.
Latching in the deployed condition is accomplished by driving the ball
nut carrier and linkages through an over-center conditirn (relative to the
pivot arms). In this condition the mesh tension forces, rib loads, spring
motor, and pivot arm prelowad, all force the carrier against a mechanical
stop. Any external loads which tend to restow the antenna (such as vibration)
only serve to further increase the loading of the ball-nut carrier against the
mechanical stop. This toggle action eliminates the requirement for further
latching devices in the deployed condition (e.g., a mechanical brake or one-
-_ way wrap clutch) and improves reliability. A reverse torque of 8 inch-pounds
• on the ball-screw is required to Lack drive the mechanism through the latching
: toggle action. A secondary advantage of the toggle latching is the conven-
" ience during ground testing and handling. The antenna can be r_motely stowed
during ground testing by reversing the current to the electric motors
' All rib and linkage bearings are designed with simple par_llel redundancy
which greatly reduces the probability of any bearing exhibiting undesirable
friction changes. In the event of a high friction condition, the deployment
system transfers the full deployment force to the lagging member to overcome
the ipcreased friction. All moving, sliding, and rolling joints are lubri-
cated with appropriate solid dry lubrication systems for maximum reliability
under worst-case environmental conditions.
The reflector ribs are restraine' "n the stowed configuration at both the
midsection and the tips. This restra,,.c system design forces the stowed
antenna to act a,_ a single structural element and results in a high stowed
resonant frequency with minimum launch stress. To maintain structural effl-
_ clency, the stowed Lib tips are restrained by a moment-resisting joint with
t a preload maintained by a tensioned cable around the rib tips. On deployment
' command, a redundant set of guillotine cutters severs the cable. The severed
cable is instantly cleared from the ribs and held captive by 12 leaf springs
located directly above the rib tips. The rib midsectlons are restrained to
the feed support cone by a spar-supported hoop constructed of high modulus
: (E = 8 x 106 Ib/in2) fiberglass reinforced epoxy. In a stowed condition,
each rib midsection is restrained to the hoop by a ball end stem mated into
a socket on the dielectric hoop. The ball joint is preloaded by deflecting
the rib tips into their restraint after the rib midsectlons contact the
; dielectric hoop.
i Deployment is initiated by cutting the rib tip restraint cable and con-
' tlnues for approximately 90 seconds. Deployment is complete when the ribs
$ come to rest against their stops and the mechanical linkages toggle and pre-
t load each rib against its stop by a predetermined amount. _is preloading :
, develops a moment resisting Joint which effectively eliminates any joint
i looseness, maintains a high deployed natural frequency, and ensures surface
repeatability.
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The deploymept control unit, located at the base of the feed support
cone, sequences and controls the deployment process on receipt of the deploy-
ment command from the spacecraft. This unit also provides telemetry to indi-
cate deployment initiation, progress, and completion.
The antenna feed systems are located and supported in the feed cone
support structure as illustrated in Figure 2-12. The S-band feed is located
at focus and the cassagrain Ku-band feed is mounted with the dichroic sub-
reflector.
2.2.1.3 Weight Summary
Table 2-9 summarizes the weight changes between the uprated TDRS and
the baseline. The weight of the uprated TDRS is shown in Table 2-10. The
weight contingency is 26.3 kg, reduced from the 37.2 kg in the baseline.
2.2.2 Uprated TDRS Without UHF/VHF LDR System
A study was made of a TDRS with the UHF/VHF system eliminated to save
weight and reduce complexity.
Figure 2-13 shows removing the LDR array permits bringing the HDR/MDR
antennas 1.31 m closer to the spacecraft centerline (from 4.32 m to 3.01 m
distance). The solar panels can be brought inboard from 3.96 m to 3.44 m
with a slight reduction of the weights of the antenna and solar panel support
struts. The main weight reduction is in the saving of 21 kg by elimi:_ation
of the LDR array and electronics.
All other systems remained unchanged from the uprated TDRS spacecraft.
The loss of all LDR capability does not make this modification appear viable.
Table 2-11 summarizes the weight of this modified uprated TDRS.
The uprated TDRS without the LDR/UHF/VHF array is packaged in a similar
fashion to the uprated TDRS previously described.
Without the LDR elements and their swing arms, the space available ahead
' of the spacecraft body increases for use for the HDR/MDR antennas. As they
are on slightly shorter support struts than the uprated TDRS, the furled
antennas swing in slightly close.- to the spacecraft body, with the TDRS/GS
antenna folded down as before, above the furled antennas. The solar panels
fold down upon their support struts in a similar fashion to the uprated TDRS
and fold around the spacecraft body as before.I
i Similar locks and latches restrain and position the antennas and panels
in their stowed position within the Delta 2914 fairing.
The same 37-31A attach fitting to the third-stage motor of the Delta 2914
Ss used to position the spacecraft on the launch vehicle.
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Table2-10.UpratedTDRSWeightSummary
Part I Baseline Uprated TDRS
J
Weic!ht weight
. Ib k;j - I'b' kg -
Communications
:_" Electronics 122.2 55.5 141.9 64.4
Antennas 117.9 53.5 130.3 59.1
Attstude stabil,zat,on and control 57.7 26.2 57.7 26.2
- Electr,c power 97.0 44.0 93.0 42.2
Solar array 58.6 26.6 61.1 27.7
Structure 91.0 41.3 91.0 41.2
Thermalcontrol 23.9 10.8 23.9 10.8
Aux,l,ary propulsionhardware 38.4 17.4 32.0 14.5
60,.7 '275.0 630.9 286'.1
Propellant + N2 (2-65_--15"day
sta_onchanges) 49.3 22.4 49.3 22.4
656.0 297.6 680.2 308.5
. DELTA 2914 VEHICLE I
I
_,_ Total spacecraft 656.0 297.6 680.2 308.5
"" Contingency 82.0 37.2 57.8 26.3
_ Allowable PL (Delta 2914 + CTS
_ apogeemotor) 3,34.8" 738.0 334.8
_" Emptyapoqeemotorcase 50.0 22.7
_; In,ttal on orbit 788.0 .357.5.
, E; Burned-outinsulation 8.0 3.
Apogeemotorpropellant 688. O* .312. l No Change
_,_ Synchronousorbit injection 1484.0 673.2
_. Transfer orbit propellant 6.0 2 o7
Delta se_. weight(27 ° transferorbit) 1490.0 675.9
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Considering the same allowable payload of 334.8 kg for the Delta 29]4
plus the CTS apogee motor as before, and with a spacecraft weight of 387.6 kg,
the contingency becomes 47.3 kg or 17 percent of the spacecraft dry weight
(Table 2-11).
Table 2-i1. Uprated TDRS Without LDR UHF/VHF Array Weight
Weight
(kg)
Communications
Electronics 57.8
Antennas 44.8
Attitude stabilization and contro_ 26.2
Electric power 42.2
Solar array 27.7
Structure 41.2
Thermal control 10.8
Auxiliary propulsion hardware 14.5
265.2
Propellant + N2 (2-65 deg--15-day station changes) 22.4
Total spacecraft 287.6
e i ii
j _ Total spacecraft 287.6
Contingency 47.2
i
Allowable payload (Delta 2914 + CTS apogee motor) 334.8
Empty apogee motor case 22.7
Initial on orbit 357.5
Burned-out insulation 3.6
Apogee motor propellant 312.1
i
Synchronous orbit injection 673.2
Jlml
p
Transfer orbit propellant 2.7
Delta separation weight (27-_eg transfer orbit) 675.9
5 deg/day drift orbit
The deployment sequence is identical to that described for the uprated
TDRS but with the elimination of the LDR antenna system and its sequential
operationa.
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2.3 SUBSYSTEMS
The requirements of the uprated TDRS have only minimal effect on the
baseline subsystems other than the telecommunications. The increased antennas
result in a reduction in most power requirements and a reassessment of the
power system and operations procedure showed adequate capability. Table 2-12
shows these changes in power. Most of them are due to changes in requirements
and antenna size. The stepper motors for the antenna drive and the solar panel
drive were changed to eliminate power requirements when the motors are not
impulsing, resulting in a low duty cycle and an average power reduction of
11 watts.
Table 2-12• Electrical Power Changes (Watts)
ITEM CHANGE BASEL I'E UPRATED DELTA
LDR F,_rwardLink Basehne(1 data + 1 vo,ce, steeredbeam) 115.8 116/bl _0/-55
IJprated(1-FFOV, no voace)
MDR/I.IDR Rece,ver(Both) UpratedS * Ku; Ba,;ehneS or Ku 12.4 16.4 +4.0
MDR/HDR Transmit Basehne2 _ dish; uprated,3.8 "n
S- BandData 47.5 15.0 -32.5
S'R=nd Voice 83.0"* 66 (Deal,) -17.0
Ku-band Data 13.2 5.0 - 8.2
AntennaTrace (each) _ Eltrnlnatemotorpowerwhennot mpulsmcj 7.0 4.0 - 6.0
Solar Panel Dr,ve _ 6.5 1.5 - 5 0
TDRS/GS Transm,t Basel,r_, . 09 m d,sh; uDrated, 1.8 rn
MDR- 7..5 dB IL_I NA
MDR- 17.5 dB 49"_ 6
HDR- 7.5 dB NA _ ,20.8
HDR - 17.5 db NA "50.6 +39.6
• FreQuencySource Addedfrequenc+esreau_red 4.8 8.0 + ].2
Ku AcqulslUonBeacon 8asel,ne--contmuous;uprated--el "hnate 8.3 O - 8.3
S-Band Track,ng/3rderwJre Basel.he--continuous;u_rated--orderwlrecont. 7.9 2.0 5.9
• 38 W takenfrombatter,es
"*2 5'/--duty cycle
the solar panel was increased in area and the skin and glue thickness
reduced. Two amp-hour meters were removed from the EPS and 16 explosive
-alves from the auxillary propulsion system to reduce weight.
There is no change in the attitude stabilization and control system.
Thermal control was reinvestigated. Although the overall power is no more
than in the baseline, the high power components were reposltloned to alleviate
any potential hot spots caused bv local increases In power, and to minimize
the size of the radiators.
2.3.1 Electrical Power System
The electrical power system (EPS) for the baseline TDRS is described in
Section 8.0 of SD 72-SA-0133. The only changes made to this baseline config-
uration were to increase projected solar panel area by .186 m2 (2 ft2) to
increase the capaclty by 19.2 watts at BOL and 16.5 watts at EOL, and to
remove the two amp-hour meters. The solar panel skin was reduced from .008
mll to .006 mil, and the adhesive to .005 mil, result|ng Ln a net weLght
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saving of 3.3 kg. The removal of the amp-hour meters removed an additional
1.8 kg. All other components in the EPS are the same as shown in SD 72-SA-
0133. The modified system is shown in Figure 2-14 with _,mights sho_:n in
Table 2-13.
REGULATEDBUS
l_,_ ARRAY CURRENT 28 ; ! VOLT
PARD4L -- --._--_--SHUNT 1
OI$$1PATOR _
V ON OFF CONTROLS
q BaTT,£,V' 1
I V--T- -- i
EATTERV •' ,o,-/-H
I sEou_c_o/ ,S_V0tTSL.-_| PARTiAl. _ __ -- .j_ __ --
I o,ss,p.,o./ J <C>
__ _- -- -- tOADS SINGLE
POtI_T6ROU,_D
GIIOUNO
• Figure 2-14. Electrical Power Subsystem Block Diagram, Uprated TDRS
Table 2-13. Electrical Power Subsystem Weights
Weight Potential
Components/Assemblles _kg Ib Supplier
--,- i w
Solar Array (27.7) (61.1)
F
Panels (2) 16.7 36.8 EOS, Ferrantl
Drive mecnanlsm (2) 6.8 15.0 BBRC, SPAR, GE
Linkage and fitting (2) 4.2 9.3 NR
PpwerConditlpnlng and Dis tributlon (22.1) (48.7)i
. Charge and discharge 5.1 11.3
., Central control and logic 2.3 5.1 GE
Packaging 2.2 4.9
Shunt dissipators I.i 2.4
Power conditioner voltage 2.3 5.0
Cabling 9.1 20,0 NR
Energy Storage
_atteries (2) (20.1) 44.3 GE
Total 69.9 154.0
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The method of analysis used for the uprated TDRS is slightly different
than in the baseline case. Because of the large number of possible modes of
operation (i.e., combinations of rain margin, S/Ku, data/voice/video, high/
low power forward LDR, etc.) and the variation in available power due to
solstice/equinox, this analysis _,_s not consider "average" power values but
an actual time profile is used. Similarly, the power available for the whole
five-year lifetime is determined and compared with power required for each
mode.
The analysis shows the baseline system with .186 m2 added solar area is
limited only for one mode; e.g., where a 17.5 dB rain margin is required for
HDR, tileLDR forward link is on high power (30 db EIRP), S-voice is trans-
mitted forward from one high-gain antenna, and Ku-video from the other. In
this mode, during the last year and one-half of life, continuous transmission
cannot be made for a period of approximately 20 to 60 days at each solstice.
However, at worst case end of life, this mode can be maintained continuously
for 12 hours with battery augmentation, at which time certain operations must
be reduced to permit battery recharging. This assumes continuous heavy rain
at tileground station and continuous HDR transmission for this period.
Restrictions during the ec]ipse periods are treated separately.
2.3.1.I Determination of Power Loadings
Table 2-14 shows the power requirements for the telecommunication system.
Other subsystem power requirements are shown in Table 2-15.
!
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Table 2-14. Telecommunication System Power Requirements
PrimePower(Watts)
Component
Peak Average
!1. LDR
Receiver 9.1 9.1
TransmItter 403.6/2 05.2/106.0 (1) 106.0/56.0/31.6 (2)
!2. MDR,/HDRNo. 1
| Receiver 8.2 8.2
Transmitter
*S-band 66.0/'15.0 (3) 66.0/15.0 (3)
*l(tr band 35.8/5.1(4) 35.8/5.1 (4)
Antennadrive 24.0 4.0
!3. MDR/HDRNo. 2
Receiver 8.2 8.2
Transmitter
*S-band 66.0/1 ._.0 (3) 66.0/15.0 (3)
"1(u-band 35.8/5.1 (4) 35.8/5.1 (4)
Antennadrive 24.0 4.0
4. TDRS/GS
Receiver 5.3 5.3
Transmitter
HDR+ FDM/FM channel 50 6(5) 20.8 (0)
FDM/FM channelonly 6_0(5) 6.0 (5)
• 5. Frequencysource 8.0 8.0
6. TT&C
Processor 10.0 " 10 0
{ , Transceiver 13.5/4.5 O_5(7)
7. TDRS tracki_/o_ler wire
Transponder 7.9 2.0 (8)
NOTES
(1) EmergencysteeredbeammodeprovidesEIRP of +42, +39, or +36 dBw
(2) F-FOV modeprovidesEIRP of +30, +27, or +24 dBwat 26 deg FOV. Valuesshownmustbe
increased10 percentforpowerconditioning.
(3) S-bandmodeemitsEIRPof +47 and +41 dBwto supportmannedandunmanneduser, respectively.I
' ' (4) Ku-bandmodeemitsEIRP of +53.6 and+23.6 dBwto supportvideoto manneduserand1 kbps I
to unmanneduser, respectively. I(5) With 17.5 dBrain margin
' (0) With 7.5 dBclear weathermargin
(7) Transmitternormallyturnedoff "on-station"
(8) Transmitterturnedononlyperiodically;receiveris alwayson
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Table 2-15. Subsystem Power Requirements (Wmtts)
Peak Average
Attitude stabilization and control 100.5 16.5
Thermal control 25.2 2.0
Solar panel drive and EPS controls 28.2 10.7
Line losses 40.0
2.3.1.2 Daylight Operations
Table 2-16 shows eight of the most critical power cases for the various
operating daylight modes, and two cases with forward voice, video, and high
power forward LDR turned off to provide maximum power for rapid battery
charging.
Modes 1 through 8 assume 100-percent continuous forward voice at S-band
on one of the MDR/HDR transmitters. The EIRP on the forward LDR is 27 db and
30 db. The TDRS/GS rain margin is also varied as shown and the second forward
link assumes either S-band data, Ku-band data, or Ku-band video.
The table shows that at end of life (5 years) all modes have an adequate
power margin at equinox and all except Mode 1 have a margin at solstice. If
it is necessary to transmit both voice and video during a heavy rain, trans-
mitting forward LDR on low power (Mode 4) provides an adequate margin. If
high power forward LDR is needed, replacing Ku video with S-band data or Ku-
• band data on the forward link (Mode 2 or 3) provides a margin.
Should it be necessary to t,se Mode i, however, batte_" implementation can
be provided for up to 12.5 hours before reaching 60-percent DOD. (This
assumes a heavy rain at the ground station requiring more than 7.5 dB margin
for this time period.) Voice, video, and high power forward LDR can then be
closed down for approximately 2.8 hours to fully recharge the batteries, or
' less time if a partial charge is acceptable. If forward voice is maintained
I00 percent during the charge period, five hours is required to fully recharge
batteries.
Figure 2-15 shows the power available from the 4.37 m2 (47 ft2)
solar panels over the flve-year lifetime for launch at equinox and solstice.
._ An adverse 2-1/2 degrees inclined orbit was conservatively ass,,,ed for the
whole lifet_ne and the power reduced accordingly. The power requlred for
each mode also is shown. The periods requiring battery augmentation for
Mode 1 are shown shaded.
2.3.1.3 Ecllpse Operations
The TDRS is in the earth's shadow for up to 1.2 hours for 45 days twlce
a year at each equinox and must operate on batteries during this period.
Figure 2-16 shows the time in eclipse. Weight limitations dictate minimum
battery weight and all-up capability cannot be maintained throughout the whole
eclipse period. The second TDRS is available, however, and both TDRS's are
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Flgure 2-15. Power Avatlable/Re,,ulred
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not simultaneously in shadow. This section identifles the operational limi-
tations that must be imposed durJnR eclipse.
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Figure 2-16. Time in Eclipse
Basic eclipse operations assume the items in Table 2-17 operating. This
results in three cases as shown.
t
Two 16-cell, 12-amp-hour batteries are used for energy storage. They
have a capacity of 460 wa, t-hours. Limiting maximum depth of discharge to
60 percent results in 276 watt hours of usable energy. Table 2-17 shows the
,, basic cases all have a margin for the worst 1.2-hour eclipse. However, as
shown In Figure 2-16, extra battery capability is available on days other
than maximum eclipse for Case E-I and at all times for Cases E-2 and E-3.
The excesss can be used either for S-volce or high power forward LDR.
The difference in power is:
S-voice/data = 78.2, S-data = 27.2; delta = 51 watts
LDR forward high power = 125.1, low power = 70.1; delta - 55 watts.
These values are nearly the same and It is assumed that a net increase of
60 watts (Includlng losses) is required for each of the increases.
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Table 2-17. Eclipse Operations
i i
Item Power (watts)
Subsystems 39.7
LDR (27 dB EIRP) 70.1
Frequency source and S-band track/order wire i0.0
MDR/HDR No. I S-data 27.2
MDR/HDR No. 2 OFF
, 147.0
Subtotal
TDRS/GS
MDR 17.5 dB rain margin 11.3 }
HDR 7.5 dB rain margin 26.1 i One onlyHDR 17.5 dB rain margin 55.9
Case Number E-I E-2 E-3
TDRS/GS
Mode HDR HDR MDR
Margin 17.5 7.5 17.5
• Power 203 173 ° 158 q
System losses 20 17 16
Total power 723 190 174
; -==
Total energy (w-h)* 268 228 210
WMaxtmum 1.2-hour ecllpse
P
' Figure 2-17 shows the battery depth of discharge for the three basic
cases in Table 2-17. The space above the llne is the power available for
voice or high LDR. The power available is shown in Figure 2-18_ Also shown
are the days when full service with S-volce or high forward LDR, or both of
them, cannot be used. During the period when full service cannot be supplied,
partial voice and/or high power forward LDR can be used.
Based on the extra energy available in the battery shown in Figure 2-17,
Figure 2-19 shows the time during the eclipse period that either voice or high
power forward LDR can be used. The distance above the base curve indicates
the time both can be used.
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Figure 2-17. Battery DOD Versus Ecllpse Period
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This figure shows that lO0-percent voice is not obLainable during the
entire eclipse period if low power forward LDR is on continuously, ttowev, :,
by turning or! the low power for_vard I,DR part of the time, lO0-percent w,'ice
can be obtained during eclipse. The time when I.DR must be off, if 100-percent
] voice is used, is shown in Figure 2-20.
Two factors modify these constraints. The first is th,.t they are based
on maximum DOD of 60 percent. This can be exc _ded on occasion during the
satellite life without appreciable affect on the battery, in emergencies,
therefore, the limitations can be exceeded. Secondly, a second TDRS is avail-
abl_ out of the eclipse and will be able t,_ comman,l users late: in the users'
orbits.
2.3.1.4 Battery Charge Times
_4hen the TDRS comes out of eclipse, the batteries will be discharged--
possibly as much as 60 percent. Prudent procedure dictates recharging as
soon as possible. The time to recharge the batteries is a function of power
available for charging, depth of discharge, and battery temperature. This
relations,,ip is shown "n Figure 2-2.1. and modified in Figure 2-22 to _ive a
direct reading for 40- and 60-percent IX)D.
The battery depth of discharge for basic eclipse operations (no voice
or high power forward LDR) is shown In F,_'gure 2-17. The power availa_'le to
charge the batteries after co_ing out of eclipse can be obtained from Table
2-17. This shows (in conjunction with Figure 2-22) that the batteries cannot
• be charged in .1 reasonable Lime in Modes l, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8, indicatin_
forward voice shoeld be discontinued (or put on a duty cycle until the battery
is charged, Similarly, LDR forward could remain on low power to minimize
recharge times. These cases are shown by Hodes 9 and i0, where 147 and 177
watts are available for battery charge. If high power forward LDR or voice
is desired, these values would be redaced approximately 55 watts, resulting
in en extra i_our of charge t,me for 60-percent DOD.
Rechalging tim for Mode 9 (TDRS/GS on IIDR with 17.5 dB rain margin) is
2.75 hours from 60-percent DOD, and for Mode 10 (rain margin = 7.5 dB) it is
, 2.2 hours.
2.3.1.5 Power Profile
A typical power proflJe Is shown in Figure 2-23. A worst case condition )
is shown consisting of Eclipse Case E-I at maximun, eclipse with the battery
discharged 60 percent; Mode 9 (17.5 dB rain margin) for recharge; and Mode !
(voice + Ku video + LDR forwar,l 30 dB EIRP + 17.5 dB rain margin) for the
remainder of the day with end-of-life power.
For this worst case, there is a 20-watt power margin at EOL equinox;
but, as shotm in Figure 2-15 and Table 2 47, the solstlc_ condltlon
cannot be met at EOL without battery ..ugmentatlon.
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Figure 2-20. Eclipse Time LDR Must Be Off (100 Percent Voice)
2.3.2 Auxiltary PKop.uls_on Syste m
The uprated TDRS requirements do not affect the amciltary propulsion
system. However, the increase in the telecommunications weights cause a
' decrease in the spacecraft weight contingency. To make_up part of this
reduction, the explesive valves put at each thruster were removed tn the
baseline design. These valves were to prevent a runaway thruster should
the thruster valve fall open. As the thruster valve is redund_=L agalnst
,i both open and closed failures, such a double failure is unllkely.
! In the baseline, an adequate weight contingency allowed insertion of
these explosive valves. In the uprated TDRS, they were eliminated to save
2.9 k8 (6.4 ib). The new system is shown in Figure 2-24 and the weights
in Table 2-18.
,]
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Figure 2-24. Auxiliary Propulsion System Baseline Configuration
Table 2-18. Auxiliary Propulsion System Weights
Component Manufachr,er Number Wefgh_ Prewous Use
Reqmred k9 Ib
:' GN2 fill/dram TRW 2 0.27 0.6 Inte!sat IV, RAE-B
, Prop tank w/EPT-IO diaph. PSI 2 4.99 11.0 CTS
_ Latching valve HRM 2 0.54 1.2 S_milarto SMS and RAE-B
Prop. fall/dram TRW 1 0.14 0.3 Intelsat IV, RAE-B
Filte% 1S-micron ABS Vacco 1 O. 18 0.4 Surveyor, Intelsat IV, Mariner,
Saturn, LEM
Pressure transducer Bourns 2 0.27 0.6 Saturn, Scout, Shrake
i TemRrature transducer(tanks) Gulton 2 0.27 0.6 Apollop. transducers(thrusters) enisco 16 O. 18 O.4
' ! Thruster Hamilton-Std. 16 4.35 9.6 CTS, Sulrad
i W,rln9 and lines 1.36 "
3.0
Thruster housing 2 0.68 1.5
Trapped propellant 1.36 3.0
Total 14.60 32.2
m
GN2 0.27 0.6
Propellant 25.08J 55.3
Total 40.00 88.1
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2.3.3 Thermal Control
2.3.3.1 Introduction
Due to changes of the Part II design of the TDRS communications and power
systemsp the heat rejection loads increased from the Part I requirements listed
in report SD 72-SA-0133. In addition, in the Part I baseline desipn analysis
the equipment layout was inefficient for transfer of the heat loads. In partic-
ular, the temperature differences between the transmitters and TDRS radiation
panels contributed to over-llmlt temperatures when the radiators were overly
stressed with solar loading under certain short duration seasonal and orbital
conditions. These results led to relocating the LDR and MDR transmitters _o
the louver panels and relocating other equipment items to equalize power loads
among the quads.
This report presents the results of this redesign and reslzing the thermal
control subsystem. The heat rejection requirements are re-evaluated for the
uprated TDRS power and communication subsystems. The comunlcatlons system
transmitters were relocated and remounted to preferred positions on the radiator
panels, and the radiator panel reslzed to meet the increased heat rejection
requirements. The methods and results of thermal analysis of the uprated
design are presented to show detailed equipment temperatures under worst case
conditions.
2.3.3.2 Uprated Requirements
The heat rejection requirements of the uprated TDRS are presented in Table
2-19. The power dissipations of all inboard mounted equipment are itemized.
RF power is accounted for in the entries for the transmitters. Wiring losses
are distributed and are considered negligible with regard to radiator panel
sizing. On the other hand, equipment dissipation which would leak overboard
through view ports or masts is conservatively included in Table 2-19, e.g.,
horizon sensors, panel drive. The operating modes selected are those with
maximum power demand, and assumed to load up each quad to maximum possible
totals. Therefore redundant systems are double entered when located in differ-
ent quads since this local operating mode is reallstlc.
r
2.3.3.3 Equipment Configuration
As a direct result of the baeellne design analysis, the comunlcations
'! system equipment was relocated. (Section 9.2.4, SD 7Z-SA-0133) The uprated
equipment layout is shown in Figure 2-25. The major changes are to directly
mount the IoDR,MDR, and TDRS/GS transmitters onto the thermal control radiator
i panels. The LDR transmltters are co-located on quad 3 to accomodate the
,i phased operating mode and so maintain a steady dissipation loading. The re-
configuration of the equipment was accomplished to satisfy the balance,
functional, and cabling requirements as well as thermal control.
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Table 2-19, Power Dissipation (Watts)
Ouadl. Ouad 2.
Front side Front side
Horizon sensor 0.25 Horizon sensor 0.25
Reaction wheel 3.00 Reaction wheel 3.00
_)R XMTR 52.00 TDRS/GS XS_fR 40.60
TDRS/GS RCVR 5.30 TDRS Track RCVR 5.30
MDR RCVR 8.20 LDR RCVR 9.I0
Back side Freq. source 8.00
Solar panel drive 1.63 TDRS Track XMTR 2.00
MDR electronics 4.00 _ack side
\_ 74.38 Solar panel drive 1.63
ACS electronic 3.00
72.88
%
Front side Front side
Freq source 8.00 .....RDR RCVR 8.20
LDR RCVR 9.10 LDR RCVR 9.I0
, LDR XMTR 66.00 MDR XMTR 52.00
Horizon sensor 0.25 Horizon sensor 0.25
Reaction wheel 3.00 Reaction wheel 3.00
Back side Back side
, _ ACS gyro 2.00 T&C i0.50
Pwr module 10.00 LDR RCVR 9.I0
\" 98.3-'---_ Pwr module i0.00
-- \" 102.15
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Figure 2-25, Equipment Layout - Front View
• 2.3.3.4 Analysis
The uprated design analysis follows from the baseline design. Three
sections are presented to show the uprated thermal control design: (I) r_di-
ator panel sizing, (2) temperature differences between separated equipment
and the radiator panels for ra_iatlve heat transfer, (3) temperature differ-
ences between equipment and mounting shelves or panels for differing concen-
trated heat loads over larger areas. The results of the three sections are e
then combined to provide a detailed temperature profile of quad 4 under worst
case conditions.
Radiator Panel Sizing. The TDRS baseline thermal control panels were sized
to provfde maximum heat rejection under solar incidence on the louvers "¢ithin
the constraints of the antenna and array Liearance envelope. Under certain
seasonal and orbital conditions, the solar loads reduce panel heat rejection
at nominal temperature to less than required levels. In these conditions,
panel temperatures increase over nominal values to provide the heat rejection.
The higher temperatures occur as well on inboard equipmevt. Several approaches ,,
for alleviation of the problem were stated, but only one provides adequate
thermal dissipation for the uprated TDRS, namely a radiation window in each
quad.
Each quad is assumed to have independent heat rejection capability, since
,adiant heat transfer of the equipment loads over large distances requires
large temperature differences. 1'he minimum heat rejection of a quad with the
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baseline louver size of .334m2(3.6ft 2) is 44.4 w for a panel temperature of
30oc when the solstice solar vector lies in the XY plane. The worst case up-
rated heat rejection load is 102.1 watts in quad 4, (Table 2-19). The area
of a radiation window, (insulation cutovt) required to reject the additional
57.7 watts is .134m2 (1.44 square feet) with no solar incidence.
To provide the best supplementation to the louvered panels, the .134m2
window is located on the forward shell surface opposite the equipment shelf.
For quads 2 and 3, the area is apportioned with a separate window on the rear
face of the shell opposite the battery. The outboard thermal control coating
is back surface microquartz mirrors, and the inboard coating is thermal black
paint such as 3M black velvet. These locations allow adequate clearance for
, inboard mounted louvers, but requirements for inboard louvers are not established
Maximum hear rejection performance for the quad window is 55.6 w at 30oc,
. while minimum performance with full flood sunlight is 44 w. Since supplemental
heat rejection is required only for worst case localized quad solar loading,
the nominal performance of the system will be enhanced. It was also assumed
that the insulation blanket is perfect and that penetration heat leaks are
small. These heat leaks are estimated to be I0 w per quad and to reduce slightly
radiator sizing. The effects of these leaks are, however, included in baseline
cold case analysis of the transfer orbit and eclipse ph@ses.
Temperature Differences - Equipment to Radiators. Shelf mounted equipment
require temperatures higher than the radiator panels to radiatively transfer
the power dissipation. The temperature difference primarily depends on the
power load and secondly on the separation distance, because of the large re-
• radiation (insulated) surface area. It is assumed that the quad 4 compartment
enclosed by the equipment shelf, the forward shell, and the propellant tank
and reaction wheel form a radiation enclosure. The equipment and shelf are
the heat transfer source, the louvered radiator panel is the sink, while thes
remaining insulated shell area is a reradiating surface. The radiation net-
: work is shown in Figure 2-26.
The significant approximations are: r
i) The equipment dissipation is radiated from one shelf side only to
' the quad louvered radiator half area only, i.e., no conduction through
the shelf for radiation in the rear compartment.
2) The effective equipment shelf fin radiating area is .U93m2(l. Oft2)
and is analyzed in the next section.
3) The surfaces have near black diffuse emittances.
In quad 4 the t_R and LDR receivers radiate over large separations from
the louvered panel and acquire the higher temperatures. The transmitters are
direct mounted to the louvered panels and are considered in the next section.
Figure 2-27 shows the temperature difference to transfer heat loads within
a range of view factors between 0.1 and 0.25. The specific view factor between
the MDR receiver and the radiators is approximately 0.13, and the view factor
for the LDR receiver is 0.23. The tvmperature differences for radia_Ivo trans-
far of these loads are shown on the Figure.
i SD 73-SA-O01g-
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Figure 2-27. Radiative Temperature Difference Vs. Heat Lo_d
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Temperature Differences - Equipment to Shelf. Electronic equipment heat loads
are diffused from the component base over a section of the mounting surface.
The equipment shelf radiation fin characteristics were evaluated for a unit
area of .093m2(ift2) • Table 2-20 lists the important fin parameters and the
resulting temperature differences between the equipment base and the fin extrem-
ity. Aluminum substrates were assumed.
Table 2-20. Equipment Shelf Radiation Fin Characteristics
(Unit Areas .093m2)
Net Temp-
Radiated Fin Fin erature
Item Load Flux _ Thickness Difference
w__ w-7_2 cm mm oc
I. MDR RCVR 8.2 0.0086 7.6 0.635 2.3
2. LDR RCVF (on edge) 9.1 0.0096 15.3 0.635 9.4
3. LDR RCVR (on base) 9.1 0.0096 7.6 0.635 2.6
4. MDP _tTR (louver 56.0 0.0420 15.3 5.00 5.0
panel)
Results. The equipment temperature is obtained from the results of the pre-
viouq sections. The differences are accumulated and summed to the 30°C average
radl=cor temperature. The calculated temperatures are presented in Table 2-21
and also shown in Figure 2-28 according to equipment layout.
Table 2-21. quad 4 Equipment Temperatures
Temperature Differences(°C) Temperature
Item Radiation Fin ...... _°C)
I. MDR RCVR 15.8 2.3 48.1 P
2. LDR RCVR 16.9 2.6 49.5
3. MDR XMTR - 5.0 35.0
4. T&C Logic 18.0 2.0 50.0
2.3.3.5 Conclusion
The results of the thermal analysis of the uprated design indicate that
equipment temperature limit requirements are satisfied under combined worst
case conditions of environmental and operational heat loads. Further analysis
should be made to full_ assess the effects of the increased radiator size
during the transfer orbit. Preliminary estimates indicate modest make up
heating requirements are well within the availability from the folded arrays.
No additional requirements are found for the eclipse mode. The assumptions
used in this analysis are conservative since they are based on worst case
conditions and no leakage.
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Figure 2-28. Thermal Control of Equipment Shelf
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2.4 RELIABILITY
The reliability analysis performed for the baseline TDRS and reported in
the "Final Report of the TDRS System Configurat+on and Tradeoff Study"
(SD 72-SA-0133-4) is applicable to the uprated TDRS configuration with the
exception of the communication subsystem. 1_erefore, only the reliabllity
anaIxsis of the communication subsystem, considering the differences between
the baseline and the uprated designs, are discussed in this report. Overall
changes in system reliablllty also are included.
\
The reJationship of system versus satellite reliability is shown in
Figure 2-29 which includes the effect of the original number of satellites
purchased. In developing the curves a booster reliability of 0.95 and an
apogee motor reliability of 0.98 were used. The curves show the probability
of mission success where mission success Is defined as folloi:o.
° LDR Forward Link: Ability to transmit with one of four
transmitter V/H channels
* LDR Return Link: Ability to receive with one of four
receiver H and one of four receiver V channels
* MI)R/HDR Transponder: AbiJltV to service two MDR or one
MDR and one HDR users simultaneously
* TDRS/GS Transponder: Ability to transmit and receive all
data to the grcund with 100-percent duty cycle and
17.5 dB margin
= Frequency Source: Supply discrete frequencies for master
oscillators with 100-percent duty cycle
* Location Transponder: Abilit) to transmit and receive for
a total of 4000 hour_ during 5-year mission
(2 hr/day = 3650 hr).
o Order Wire: Abillcy to receive Shuttle orders for a total #
of 16,800 hours during 5-year mission (I00 Shuttle
flights of 7-day average duration = 16,800 hr) 100-
percent duty cycle while Shuttle is in orbit
o Subsystems: Provide spacecraft support for 5 years;
reduced forward llnk capability is permitted during
eclipse
Based on a predicted rellabillty of 0.898 for the communication subsystem,
+ the satelllt_ reliability is calculated as 0.800. Table 2-22 shows a compar-
ison of reliability assessments for the baseline and uprated satellite designs.
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Table 2-22. Preliminary Subsystem Predictions
Subsystem Baseline Uprated
, n
Tracking, telemetry and command 0._o6 0.966
Communlcat ions 0.904 0.898
Struc lure and mechanisms 0.999 0.999 f
Attitude control 0.962 0.962
Auxiliary propulsion 0.998 O.998
' Electrical power C.962 0.962
Thermal control 0.999 0.999
t
Total _atellite 0.805 0.800
The reliability calculatlons foc the LDR receiver are based on the def-
inition for mission success where the operation of any one vertical plus any
one horizontal channel (i.e., one out of four receivers) are adequate to ser-
vice 20 LDR users. If it is determined that these conditions are inadequate,
then the following numbers for the IDR receiver assembly ara applicable:
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i out of 4 (present definition of success) = .99992
2 out of 4 required = .99586
3 out of 4 _equired = ,92907
5, out of 4 required : .50407
If it is necessary to operate either three or four receivers (last t_ao
cases sho..n above), NR recommends the additio:_ of a redundant channel to each
one of the LDR receivers. In case cf either vertical or horizontal channei
failure in a given recetvt_r, the redundant unit would be switched to take its
place. This concept increases the overall LDR receiver reliability from
.92907 to .99787 and from .50407 to .92517, respectively, with a weight increase
of approximately 2 kg.
As can be seen, the differences in satellite reliability are negligible a
and ha,ve no effect on the calculations for probability of mission success as
presented in 3D 72-SA-0133.
2.4.1 Communicat ton Sub__stem Rel iabilit_____alff.fiis
The commuaication subsystem consists of the LDR transponder, the HDR/ItDR
transponder, the TDRS/GS transponder, a frequency source, a location trans-
ponder, and the TDRS antennas. Figure 2-30 shows the reliability logic dia-
gram of the overal] subsystem, where the shaded areas indicate deletions from
the baseline design.
The redesign of the LDR transponder Is caused by changing the mode of
operation from electronically steered to a fixed field of view.
The MDR transponder was redesigned to accommo,tate ttDR traffic. Improve-
ments in the blDg receiver increased the overall transponder reliability.
TLe TDRS/GS transponder was completely redesigned. Due to additional
power requirements for ItDR and the 17.5 d8 rain margin, the solid-state power
amplifiers in the baseline design were replaced with redundant ?WT amplifiers.
The low MTBF of the TWT's led to a design where two tubes are hard-wired to
' each amplifier. A command turns on the filament voltage of one of the two
, redundant tubes, thus lmrea;lng considerably the overall transponder rella-,
billty as shown in Figure 2-31.
Redundant receivers oFeratlng at a different frequency than the trackfog
receiver were added to the location transponder to handle the order t. ire
excluf, lvely. The overall function was relabeled "TDILq Tracking/Order Wire
Transceiver." The reliability of this function was calculated as 0.9955 by
." changing the total tracking time to 4000 hours and assuming 16.800 hours oper- :
ation for the order wire receiver. The times used for the reliability calcu-
latloes are based on a maximum of two hours per day t_acklng time and IO0
Shuttle flights of 7-day duration each, which is a conservative .st/mate for
the 1977 to 1982 period. (Current mission models show approximately 60 f'.lghts
with an average stay of 2 to 4 days.)
Since there Is no requirement for the Ku beacon in the aprated conflt_uc-
atton, it was deleted from the design.
1973014095-069
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The reliabilities of the major subsystem components are indicated in
Figure 2-30. The overall subsystem reliability is 0.8978. The calculations
include a 10-percent contingency applied to the failure rate summations for
each component to allow for any additional parts required during more detailed
design definition.
The updated FMEA for the communication system is shown in Table 2-23. The
results revealed no single failure points other than the components listed in
the reliability logic diagrams as "common." The :'common" circuits consist of
passive networks like power or voltage dividers which are highly reliable.
Since the probability of failure is negligible, duplication of these circuits
is unnecessary,
2.4.2 Reliabili__Analysis of Remaining Subsystems
lhe uprated configuration includes a few changes from the baseline design
in the remaining subsystems as stated in the spacecraft design section. An
assessment of the changes and their impact on reliability was made and it was
' concluded that the effect is negligible and can be disregarded for the purpose
of the prediction analysis.
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2.5 ALTERNATE DESIGN - UPRATED TDRS WITH S-BAND ARRAY
2.5.1 Spacecraft Design
A brief study was performed on a conceptual arrangement of the uprated
TDRS with an S-band array replacing the LDR UHF/VHF array for servicing LDR
and MDR users.
Figure 2-32 illustrates the concept with the S-band array body mounted
on the front of the spacecraft and the HDR/MDR and TDRS/GS antennas grouped
around the body similar to the previously described uprated TDRS. The HDR/MDR
antennas were brought closer to the spacecraft body with the elimination of the
LDR UHF/VHF array with its large ground planes, reducing support strut length
and weight. The solar panels were also located closer to the spacecraft center-
ling because of the lowering of the solar shadow lines from the HDR/MDR antennas.
The solar panel support struts were also shortened, reducing their weight.
The TDRS/GS antenna diameter was increased from 1.8M to 2.0M to minimize
link power. Eliminating the LDR UHF-VHF elements permitted this increased
diameter without affecting the packaging.
The spacecraft body shape was modified to a flat front end which provides
the mountin_ surface for the S-band array elements. The overall length of the
body was slightly increased to provide adequate clearance between the front
face of the body aml the apogee motor. The additional weight of the modified
body shape was more than compensated for by eliminating the LNR UHF/VHF array
• support fittings.
The S-band array consists of 31 single helix elements, 29 receiving and
2 transmitting. Each element is a thin wall dielectric material tube supporting
a conductive material tape wound in a helix on the tube outer surface. A ground
plane of larger diameter is located at the bottom of each tube. Directly behind
, _ and integral with the element, the receiver unit is mo,mted to the inner wall
of the spacecraft front face. Clearance holes are cut in the face to
install the elements from the rear with screws through lugs on the perimeter of
the receivers securing the unit to the body. Figure 2-32 illustrates details of
the element and its installation,t
The transmitter elements are identical to the receivers except that the
transmitter units are remotely located from the elements. These higher powered
"_ heat producing units are located on the equlpmen_ mounting surfaces of the upper
and lower thermal control louver assemblies along with the transmitters of the
' HDR/MDR and TDRS/GS systems. To provide minimum length cabling between trans-
I mitter elements and transmitter units, the 2 transmitter elements are located
' at the top and bottom of the array as shown in Figure 2-32.
This S-band array design and method of support and installation results
in a very light weight system necessary to maintain the payload contingency
with the Delta launch capabilities _thout sacrificing performance in the
other communications systems. The estimated weight for the S-band array system
is shown below.
i
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S-Band Array System Weight
Elerr_nt (31) 1.32
ReceJvers (29) 13.15
Transmitters (2) 6.40
FDM Module 0.64
Local Freq. Reference 6.19
Total 28.70
Packaging of this concept for the Delta launch is similar to the uprated
TDRS. Without the LDR UHF/VHF elements the packaging density is reduced _nd
the 2.0 M TDRS/GS antenna stouq as shown in Figure 2-23. Deployment is also
similar to the uprated TDRS but simpler by the elimination of the LDR U}IF/VHF
elements with their deployment and eXL=L,oiui_. The body mounted S-band array
is a fixed structure and require no deployment.
The weight of the uprated TDRS with the S-band array changes in several
areas in both the communications systems and other subsystems as a result of
the changes in configuration.
• In the communications subsystems, the EDR/MDR system was reduced 1.09 Kg
by shorrenlng the antenna support struts. The larger TDRS/GS antenna is equiv-
alent to the uprated TDRS/GS antenna because the rib and hub weights were
reduced to compensate for the increase of .076 M in rib length. The TT&C sub-
system increases 1.04 Kg because o_ the additional channels required to monitor
and control the S-band array, The S-band array increased 6.80 Kg over the
previous LDR UHF/V_F system because of the great increase in number of receivers
and elements. The communication system therefore increased by 6.75 Kg over the
uprated TDR$ communication system.
' The solar array panel was reduced 1.61 Kg by shortenln_ the support struts
and incorporating a light weight magnesium grid substrate design developed by
Electro-Optlcs, Santa Barbara, California.
The spacecraft body structure was reduced 3.23 Kg with the body shape
{ modification weight increase negated by the elimination of the ].DR UHF/VHF
support fittings on the body and a reanalysle of component detail and hardware
! definition.
The thermal control system was reduced 2.11 Kg by incorporating a foam
louver blade design developed and ipacecraft fllsht proven by RCA/Astro-Elec-
tronlc= Division, Princeton, N.J.
The weight su==ary for th£= TDRS concept Is given In Table 2-24.
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7able 2-24. Weight of Uprated TDRS With S-Band Array
...... We_ht
(kg)
Co_unicarton_
Electronics 45.O1
Antennas 85.2
Attitude stabilization and control 26.2
Electric power 42.2
Solar array 26.09
Structure 38.04
Thermal control 8.73
Auxiliary propulsion hardware 14.5
285.97
Total spacecraft 303.79
Delta 2914 vehlcle
Total spacecraft 303.79
Contingency 30.95
Allowable payload (Delta 2914 + CTS apogee motor) 334.8*
Empty apogee motor case 22.7
Initial on orbit ]57.5
Burned-out insulation 3.6
Apogee motor propellant 312.1
Synchronous orbit injection 673.2
Transfer orbit propellant 2.7
Delta separation weight (27 des transfer orbit) 675.9
• 5 deR/day drift orbit
• - %
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As noted in the table, to maintain a contingency of 10Z of the dry weight
of the spacecraft, one station change was eliminated (leaving one station change
of 65 degrees in 20 days).
Slight modification of the solar panel geometry and packaging as indicated
on Figure 2-23 permits Shuttle/Agent launcn of this concept similar to the up-
rated TDRS discussed in Paragraph _.2.2. of this report. As noted, no apogee
motor would be required as the Age a Tug carries the three TDRS spacecraft into
synchronous orbtt.
Weight change_ resulting from the solar panel g_ometry rearraz.gement would
be minimal and since the contingency for the uprated TDRS in Shuttle is very
large, the effect is minimum.
2.5.2 Operations Limitations
As with the uprated TDRS, minor operations limitations must be imposed on
the S-array design due to power requirement. The S-army limitations will be
less severe during daylisat but somewhat more severe during eclipse and for
battery charge conditions.
Table 2-25 shows the electrical loads for the S-array configuration cf 29
receivers and two transmitters. A comparison of this table with the equivalent
one for the uprated TDRS shov_ the S-array uses 3 watts less than the UHF/VHF
array at 30DB EIRP and 12.7 watts less on the TDRS/GS link due to a 10% increase
in the diameter of this antenna. As there is no equivalent to a low power for-
ward LDR in the S-array configuration, mo_s 4 and 5 are not applicable and the
power availabZ= for _ :_ ry charge in modes 9 and 10 is reduced, resulting in
longer times for be, _:'_ . _,,r=e. If necessary, this time can be reduced by shut-
ting off the forva:_ _-'.:_y Increasing the battery charge power to approximately
10 watts higher than ca _he uprnted design.
There are no daylight limitations o, the S-array concept except for mode 1
which has _ negative margin at EOL solstlce of 6 watts. This can readily be t
made up by battery augmentation for 46 hours before 60% DOD Is reached. This
condition occurs for approxlmacely 30 days at EeL and assumes 17.5 dB raln margin
is required with HDR to GS plus full forward voice power _i.e., not push-to-talk)
for the continuous time period.
;c!ipse power use is el,ova it, Table 2-26. The basic operating modes assume
all subsystems operating with the S-array on receive, antenna Ii transmitting
S-data and receiving, antenna #2 receivtn_ and transmission from TDRS to GS on
RDR (17.5db margin) for Mode g-1, I,)R (7.5d_ margin) for Node E-2, and RDg (17.SdB
ma:_gin) for ._ode E-3. An analysis is made to determine the allowable duty cycle
of ,,tiber forward S-array or for,ard S-voice on antenna #1. The forward S-arts;
ueet_ 47.5 watts and the S-voice uses 51W. For ease cf analyst1 and presentqtiol;,
theue are assumed co be equal at 55 watts incl'JdiLg losses.
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Table 2-26. Eclipse Pcwer Use (31 Element S-Array)
Watts
Subsystems 40
Freq. bource and S-Band Track/Ord.Wire lO
5O
29 S-Array Receivers 42
FDM Module 1
Local Freq. Ref. 31
MDR/HDR Recvrs and Antenna Track (#i & #2) 24
148W
MDR/HDR #i Data Transmit 15
163W
TDRS/GS (Transmit + Receive)
E-3 MDR (17.5dB) } IO.2W
E-2 HDR (7.SdB) I one only 21.1WE-I HDR (17.5dB) 43.2W
Total Eclipse Power Requirements
E-3 163 + 10.2 = 173.2W x i.i0" = ig0W
E-2 163 + 21.1 = 184.1W x I.i0 = 203
• E-I 163 + 43.2 = 206.2W x i.i0 = 227
* Losses assumed to be 10Z
Additional Items
Forward S-Array = 47.5W
F. _rd S-Voice ffi66W A = 51W
(a:,ame each one to be 55W incl. 10Z for losses)
t
Figure 2-33(a) shows the battery DOD versus days from start of eclipse.
Figure 2-33(b) shows the extra energy available in the battery (to 60% DOD) for
forward S-array or S-voice. Figure 2-33(c) shows the time available for forward S-
array and S-volce as a function of days from start of eclipse, The distance below
' the lines E-l, E-2 and E-3 are the times S-volce o_/_rforward S-array can be used.
At maximum eclipse for HDR (17.SdB margin), no voice can be used for the 1.2
hours. For E-2, a 50Z duty cycle is permlssable and for MDR, voice cannot be
used for only 0.2 hours, la occasional emergencies these restrictions can be
exceeded resulting in higher than 60Z battery DOD.
When the E-,, E-2 and E-3 curves are below the Eclipse Time curve, t_.e
distance between the curves indicates the time voice must be off. When they
are above the Eclipse Time curve, the distance indicates the time forward
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S-array can also be on if voice is on during the entire eclipse. The crosshatched
areas in the corners indicate the time when both forward S-array and S-voice can
be on duriug the entire eclipse.
.L
!
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3.0 ATLAS-CENTAUR SPACECRAFT CONCEPT
"" A study was made of a TDRS concept to be launched on an Atlas-Centaur.
A version with increased telecommunications capability with five 3.8 M antennas
was conceived and is shown in this section. Only one such spaaecraft can be
within the shroud, packaged for each launch, even though there is an ample
weight margin. This does not appear _o be a cost-effective booster.
3.1 SYSTEM ENGINEERING
The geosynchronous orbit payload capability of the Atlas-Centaur launch
vehicle is shown in Figure 3-i as a function of final orbit inclination.
° The apogee kick motor was assumed to be the TE 364-4 with an inert weight of
_ 78 kg and an Isp of 284 seconds. The payload shown is above the weight of
the empty apogee motor. The curve shows that for the 2-1/2 degrees final
inclination orbit, the payload is 915 kg (2020 ib).
KG LB
1000 -- 2200
t-
] 950 -- 2100
_ PAYLOAD ,WEIGHT
: (LB)
2IX)0--
900 (VALUES HOWNAREABOVE
WEIGHTOF EMPTYCASE)t
"i I I I I I
0 2 4 6 8 10t TDRSORBITINCLINATION (DEG)
i Figure 3-1. Geosynchronous Orbit Payload Capablllty (Atlu-Clntaur)
t '
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The operations required for launch with the Atlas-Centaur will be
essentially similar to those specified for the Delta. One added requirement
will be the need to spin up the TDRS after separation from the Centaur.
Unlike the Delta (which has a spin table to spin up its payload to 90-103 rpm)
the Centauc spins u the paylo._d to 1 rpm prior to separation,
3.2 SPACECRAFT DESIGN CONCEPT
With consid "_tion of the much greater payload capabilities of the Atlas/
Centaur, an effort was made _o extend the capability of the TDRS in the size
and number of antennas to a maximum concept that still could be packaged in
the launch vehicle. Several attempts were made with many symmetric ,i and
unsymmetrical arrangements of varying diameter parabolic antennas and the high
performance Senior AGIPA array before the final concept was generated. In
the choice of this concept, every effort was m_de to maintain simplicity by
duplication of multiple identical units, to eliminate sola_ pressure variations
by a symmetrica) and balanced arrangement, an_ to maintain a llght but feasible
weight.
3.2.1 Spacecraft Desisn
The configuration in Figure 3-2 has five 3,8 M diameter parabc!i_ antennas
equally spaced between che five elements ot the Senior AGIPA UHF disc-on-rod
and VHF backfire arrays. The 3.8 M antennas are located to provide clearance
of beam widths with the LDR arrays.
• Four of the 3.8 M diameter antennas serve HDR/MDR users and one is the
TDRS/GS antenna. As they are all identical except for the omission of the
-band frequency feed in the TDRS/GS antenna, multiple switching of antennas
from HDR/MDR to TDRS/GS operation is possible with high redundancy in case
of any antenna failure.
The solar panels are located beyond the 23-1/2 degree solar shadow line
on strut extensions on one 3.8 M antenna support strut and on one LDR _HF/VHF
array support strut. Below the attach point of these solar panel struts the
main support strut and deployment system are identical for all 3.8 M antennas
, and for all LDR UHF/VHF array elements.
As shown in the sectional views on Figure 3-2, all 3.8 M antennas, (which
are of the furlable rib-mesh design by Radiation Systems, Melbourne, Florida,
and described in Section 2.2 of this report) are fo,.ded dow_ and the support
strut pivots forward to the stowed position. As shown in Sectio- _-A, the
antenna _,tth the solar panel extension strut has the solar panel strut and
th_ solar panel fold down over the stowed anLenna.
The senior AGIPA LDR array consists of five equally spaced UHF disc-on-
rod and VHF backfire arrays mounted on folding suppor¢ struts as shown in
Section V-V and B-B.
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The UHF dlsc-on-rod array element has a furlable ground plane of mesh
and frame, with the discs and dipole element spaced equally along an extendable
Spar bi-stem unit. hqaen stowed, tileunit is packaged within the 0.373 M
diameter by folding the outer portion of the ground plane and closely stacking
the Eiscs and dipole along the retracted stem unit to a h-_ight of approximately
0.15 H.
The VIIFbackfire array element also has the outer portion of the meoh
ground plane fold to a d!ameter of 0.965 M and the dipole and front plane
mesh disc are spaced along an extendable Spar bi-stem unit. t_hen stowed, the
unit fits within the 0.965 M diameter and the front plane and the dipole are
closely stacked along the reLracted stem unit to a height of approximately
0.09 M.
: The LDR element with the solar panel and its extension support is folded
forward on its strut in the identical geometry as the other elements but with
tilesolar panel and its support linkage folded dowu over the element system
as sbo_alit_Sec=ion B-B of Figure 3-2. With all the main antennas mounted on
tilesupport struts, the front of the spacecraft body is available for mounting
of the S-bard tracking and order wire antenna ard the forward looking Tf&C
omni-antenna.
The greatly increased capability of this concept is not only apparent in
the increase of performance realized with the LDR senior AGIPA array and the
doubling of the number of HDR/MDR antennas from two to four, but the two
sldemost HDR/HDR anten .s along the X-X axis of the TDRS can easily be adapted
by an increased gimbal travel to track and communicate with user spacecraft
up to and including synchronous orbit altitude or with a third TDRS on the
other slde of the world, with the remaining HDR/MDR antennas still furnishing
full communlcati_ns capability equivalent to the uprated TDRS concept.
In the launch configuration, Figure 3-3, the five 3.8 H diameter antenna
" are folded and their supporting struts pivoted forward as shown in Section B-B
of Figure 3-3. The senior AGIPA array elements are retracted upo. their
support struts and the struts folded down and forward between the stowed
antennas. The TDRS/GS 3.8 M antenna support strut linkage ha the solar panel
support extension which folds down over the antenna and locates the stowed
solar panel forward of the antenna as shown in Section A-A of Figure 3-3.
The other solar panel, supported by the strut extension on the support str.t for
the lower LDE _GIPA elements, is folded forward and up to match the gosltion of
, the apper stowed solar panel so that the outer edges contact along the space- ,
craft centerl*.ne making a cylindrical shape for the tuo stowed solar panels.
Launch la_ches between the hubs of the folded antenna,'- and between the
a,_pport struts and the spacecraft body provide r_atrain- for launch-Induced
landings. The LDR element support struts are locked to the spacecraft body in
a slJailar fashion and the solar panels are 1._ched together at their contacting
edges to maintain position during launch.
The Cengaur D-lg fairing is extended b7 a standaz! barrel extension, with
a length of 1.52 H, to provtds clearance for _h- solar panels with thp '-_lda
of the fairing, The apacoczaft and apogee moL_: _ra mounted to the Centaur
with the spacecraft adapter as shown.
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In the deployment sequence, the two strut systems supporting the solar
panels are released initially by ground-activated commands to the solenoid-
operated latches and the solar panels deploy along with the TDRS/GS antenna
and the lower LDR element struts to clear for subsequent deployment of the
LDR ele=nents on their struts.
The remaining HDR/_R antennas are then deployed to their extended
positions, all folded antenna-to-strut latches are released and the antennas
are driven by their gimbal drives to their neutral forward-looking positions.
The antenna reflectors are then released and deployed to their fu]l diameters,
Simultaneously, the LDR UHF and VHF elements are activated when their
struts extend and lock in their fuAl out position, and the sprlng-loaded ground
plane arms extend the ground plane rims to full diameter. The STEM actuator
at th_ base of each element is energized and extends the elements to their full
lengths.
The extended solar panels are driven by their drive systems to acquire and
align with the solar line normal to the panels. They are then driven to
maintain position with one-revolution-per-day rate. The TDRS/GS antenna is
then aligned to the proper coordinates to acquire the ground station antenna
and the TDRS achieves its operational status.
3.2.2 Su___bsystem
3.2.2.1 Communication Systems
The communications system consists of the HDR/MDR, the LDR, the TDRS/GS,
TT&C a_ tracking and order wire similar to the uprated TDRS.
System. The HDR/MDR system is equivalent to the uprated TDRS concept
except for the increase in number of antennas and their receivers and trans-
mitters. It uses the same type and diameter of antenna as in the uprated TDRS
design, wltn identical receivers and transmitters.
The weight of the system is shown in Table 3-1.r
The TDRS/CS system consists of a 3.8 M diameter Ku-band antenna and the
receiver and transmitter. Because of the increased aperture of the antenna,
the transmitter design was changed back to the solid state type instead of
i the TWT design of the uprated TDRS design. The receiver is identical to that
of the uprated TDRS.
i The weight of the system is shown in Table 3-2.
The LDR system consists of the senior AGIPA array of five elements of VHF
disc-on-rod and VHF backflre on 2.4 M diameter and 0.96 M diameter, respectively.
The receivers and transmitters are identical to the uprated TDRS but increased
} in number to five.
The weisht o_ the system is shown in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-1. HDR/MDR System Weight
HDR/MDR No. 1 i Kg
Receiver 4.1
Transmitter 6.i
Antenna and support strut 20.1
Reflector 7.03
Feeds 2.00
Elect ronics/cont rol 2.26
Gimbal drive 2.26
Rotary joints 0.96
Support strut (5.00" x 0.020" wall + (2) fittings) 2.68
Springs 0.57
Brac,,:s 0.95
Hardware 1.36
30.3
HDR/MDR No. 2
Receiver 4.i
Transmit ter 6.1
Antenna and support strut 20.1
30.3
•, HDR/MDR No. 3
Receiver 4.5
Transmlt ter 6.4
Antenna and support strut 20.1
3-i--.6
' HDR/MDR No. 4
Receiver 4.5
Transmitter 6.4
, Antenna and support strut 20.1
31.0
, Total 122.6
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Table 3-2. TDRS/gS System Welght
Receiver Kg
Receiver 2.2
Transmitter 6.5
Antenna and support strut
(This antenna is identical to the HDR/MDR
antenna except for the elimination of the
S-band feed system)
HDK/MDR antenna _0.i
Less S-band feed 1.04
L9.06
Total 27.7
Table 3-3. LDR System Weight
I
Receiver (5) 5.1
Transmitter (5) 3.2
Antenna and support strut (5) 45.7
VHF backfire element
: Ground plane i.i0
Front R.FI. plane 0.57
' Dipole element O.25
Stem and drive 0.69 t
_. 2.60
, L_F dlsc-on-rod element
Ground plane 0.47
.' Discs (I0) 0.92
Dipole element 0.004
Stem and drive 0.68
•, 2.09
-p ,
• Support strut
Tube (4.0 in. x 0.032 in. wall) 3.3
Fittings (3) 0.68
Hardware O. 46
4.45
Total 9.15
, Total 54.0
iii i
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The Tr&C system is identical to the uprlted TDRS design system except
for a change in the forward looking omni-antennas from four elements to five
to provide symmetrical packaging with the five 3.8 M antennas and the five
LDR array elements and an increase of 1.6 kg in the processor weight to
provide for the additional HDR/_R antennas. The new weight is 9.8 kg.
The tracking and order wire system is identical to the uprated TDRS
design wlth the antenna mouI_ted on the front center of the spacecraft. The
weight of the system is identical to the uprated TDRS system at 2.6 kg.
The wiring, cabling, and W/G runs necessary to interconnect the systems
and the frequency source unit are included in this section.
The frequency source is identical to the uprated TDRS design.
The weight of these items is 15.5 kg.
The total weight of the communications systems (Table 3-4) is
231.6 Kg.
Table 3-4. Communications Systems Summary Weight
Kg
HDR/MDR 122.6
• TDRS/GS 27.7
LDR 54.0
TT&C 9.3
S-band tracking and order wire 2.6
Frequency source 3.5
, Wiring. cabling 12.0
Total 231.6
p
3.2.2.2 Electrical Power System
The electrical power system is the same as the uprated TDRS design system
except that the battery capacity and solar panel area were increased to
accommodate the electrical power loads of the greater number of HDR/MDR
, antennas in thls TDRS concept. Additional battery weight of 15.9 kg was added
,! tO the system.
The weight of the system is shown in Table 3-5.
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_able 3-5. Electrical Power System Weight
Kj
Power conditioning and distribution 5.1
Charge and discharge 5.1
Central control and logic 2.3
Packaging 2.2
Shunt dissipators i.i
Power conditioning voltage 2.3
Cabling 9.1
Energy storage
Batteries (2) 36.0
Total 58.1
The solar array system was changed from the uprated TDRS design by an
increase in solar panel area from 4.18 M to 7.43 M to provide the greater
electrical capacity for the greater number of HDR/MD_ links. To maintain low
weight, the substrate incorporates a light weight magi_esium grid design
developed by Electro-Optlcs, Santa Barbara, California, to provide a 2.47 kg
per M solar panel.
The support strut linkage supporting the solar panels above the TDRS/GS
antennas and below the lower LDR array element are designed to fold the curved
solar panels in the stowed configuration around the stowed antennas and to
form a cylindrical shape by their outer edges contacting along the centerline
of the spacecraft.
The weight of the system is shown in Table 3-6.
:_ Table 3-6. Solar Array System Weight
KS
Solar array panel No. I
: Solar panel 9.07 [
Support strut 2.13 [
,
Fittings (2) 0.68 I
Springs, hardware 0.45 I
i Drive actuator 3.40 [
15.73 [
" %
Solar array panel So. 2
I Solar panel 9 07 ISupport strut 0.86 I
Fittings (2) 0.68 I
Spr£ngs, hardvare 0.681
Drive actuator 3.4____O0!
• 14.6____9!
.J__
Total 30.421
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3.2.2.3 Spacecraft Body Structure
The body structure is the same as in the uprated TDRS design except for
the location and number of attach f_ttings for the antenna support struts.
Additional weight of 4.5 kg was included for the increased number of fittings
resulting in a total structural weight of 45.8 kg.
4.2.2,4 Thermal Control System
No change in the thermal control system was made over the uprated TDRS
design. The system weight is 10.8 kg.
3.2.2.5 Auxiliary Propulsion System
The system is the same as the uprated TDRS system except for the
additional propellant required because of the increase in spacecraft weight
due to additional antennas. Additional propellant weighing 3.29 kg is
added to the system, giving a weight of 14.60 kg for hardware, 0.27 kg of
N2 pressurant and 28.37 kg pcopellant for a total of 43.24 kg.
3.2.3 Weight Summary
The weight of the maximum capability TDRS design is shown in Table 3-7.
Table 3-7. Maximum Capability TDRS Weight Summary
Communications systems 231.6
Attitude and control 23.21
Electric power 58.1
Solar array 30.42
Structure 45.8
Thermal control 10.8
Aux. propulsion hardware 14.6
414.4 ',
Propellant + N2 (2-65" - 15 day sta. change) 25.7
' Total spacecraft 440.1
For Atlas/Centaur launch
Total spacecraft 440.1
Contingency 476.2
i Allowable P/L
Atlas/Centaur + TE-364-4 916.3
!
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4.0 SIIUTTLE-AGENA SPACECRAFT CONCEPTS
The concept of multiple TDRS launches from the Space Shuttle was investi-
gated. The Shuttle alone cannot place a payload at synchronous orbit and an
additional boost stage (Tug) or a boost stage plus an apogee kick motor is
required. Both the Agena stage and the transtage were conaidc_ed for the Tug,
both with and without an apogee kick motor.
Two spacecraft concepts were considered for the Shuttle launch. The up-
rated baseline which can support two MDR/HDR users serves as a minimum cost
version. The five antenna spacecraft configured for the Atlas-Centaur launch
also can be launched (three at a time) by the Shuttle. This can support four
MDR/HDR users with an adequate weight margin, but will have a higher cost.
Both versions can be placed in synchronous orbit by the Agena without need for
a kick stage.
Bath versions of the TDRS launched from the Shuttle are essentially the
same as those launched from the Delta 2914 and the Atlas-Centaur with the
apogee motors removed and minor structural revisions to accommodate the removal.
Subsystems will be the same except the spin operations during launch will be
eliminated, permitting removal of the spin attitude control sensors and a
reduction in the propellant for the spin phase and orbit injection correction.
This propellant either can be removed and the weight contingency increased or
it can be kept aboard to increase the on-orblt expendables.
; 4.1 SYSTEM ANALYSIS
Tug versions of both the ARena and transtage were considered for multiple
, TDRS launch. Lockheed is developing an Agena with an Isp of 324 seconds by
using N204/MMH which can put 1500 kg (3300 Ib) into O-degree inclined synchron-
ous orbit. The tra_stage can Insert 1365 kg (3000 Ib) into this orbit. (A
slightly higher load can be inserted Into the TDRS inclined subsynchronous
orbit.) The transtage costs slightly less than the ARena but weighs approxl-
' mately 6000 kg (13,000 Ib) more and requires a heavier adapter both to the
Shuttle and to the TDRS. 2onslderably more Agenas have been used, and It is
felt to be more reliable. For these reasons, the Agena was selected for the
"_ TDRS Tug.
Figure 4-1 shows the payload capability of the Agena with an Isp = 310
" 8 seconds and 324 seconds to synchronous orbit, both with and without a TE-M-616
t apogee motor. Both TDRS versions are within the range of direct insertion bythe Agena dith Isp = 324 seconds without need for the apogee motor.
The _ena will separate from the Shuttle, Ignite, and carry the TDRS to
synchronous altitude without spinning. At synchronous alel,mie on the first
or second apogee th_ Agen_ will burn again and go into a circular 2-I/2 degree
' i_lcllned orbit with apprcximately 30 m/set (100 f_s) eastward drift. _lis
i drift i_ equal to I0 degrees per day and increases the A_r,a payload capability
i by 25 ks (55 lb) as shown in Figure 4-2. The ARena and TDRS drift to theassigned stations where each TD_S is released mid stops l_s own drift.
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The total payload capabflity from Figures 4-1 and 4-2 is: 1504 kg
(3315 lb) to 2-1/2 degree inclined orbit plus 25 kg (b5 lb) for the drift,
, resulting in a capability of 1529 kg (3370 lb).
.-. 4.2 SPACECRAFT DESIGN CONCEPTS
_: 4.2.1 Ha_x/mum Capability TDRS Concept
This TDRS concept is similar to the concept described in Section 3.2.1.
In the deployed configuration there is no difference; but in the launch con-
figuration in the Shuttle bay, an arrangement permitting three TDRS's ro be
launched on one Ageaa Tug is shown in Figure 4-3. The three TDRS spacecraft
: are positioned side-by-side at 120-degree spacing around the centerline of the
+. Shuttle bay on an adapter that mounts to the front of the Agena Tug.
Each TDRS spacecraft Is packaged around its own c+cterline in a similar
fashion to the Atlas-Centaur packaging described in Section 3.2.1. As shown
in the front view of Figure 4-3, the orientation of the X-X axis for each
spacecraft is along each radial 120-degree line from the center of _he adapter.
This positions protuberances such as the solar panel actuators and support
struts to be clear of the ml,_imum clearance locations with the side of Shuttle
bay and TDRS-to-TDRS spacecraft.
The Agena Tug is located and positioned in its support cradle In the aft
end of the Shuttle bay. With the three TDRS spacecraft mounted upon the
adapter, there remains approximately 7 meters of clearance to the forward bulk-
• head of the Shuttle bay. rials area can be used for other experiments or sci-
entific packages that might be carried in the same Shuttle launch.
U" Separation from the Agena Tug, after reaching synchronous orbit, is
achieved by one-at-a-.clme release of the V-clamps securing the TDRS's to the
_. Agena adapter and differential spring Loading of the separation springs between
_ the spacecraft and the adapter. A slight rotation and outboard velocity vector
. are achieved to clear each TDRS from the adjacent spacecraft. Control of this
rotation is maintained by the spccecraft's auxiliary propulsion system to avoid
; tumbling at separation. Each TDRS is released at the proper sequence and posi-
L
, r tion in orbit to allow drift and braking with its thrusters t_ stop at its
desired position.
i Deployment of each TDRS is achieved in a fashion similar to that described
in Section 3.2.1.
The weight of each TDRS is the same as the Atlas/Centaur TDRS except that
the spinning sensors were eliminated from the system. The Agena Tug places
the spacecraft into orbit without the apogee kick motor and the spacecraft Is
not spun up. This reduces the attitude control system by 3.0 kg, and the total
spacecraft weight to 440 kg.
Nith the allowable payload of the Shuttle-Agena Tug of 1529 kg as defined
in Section 4.1, the weight of the adapter of 68 kg is subtracted to give 1461 kg
payload for three TDRS spacecraft. Each spa ecraft allowable payload becomes
487 kg, and with a spacecraft weight of 440 kg, the conting_ncy ts 47 kg per
spacecraft, or approximately 11 percent of dry weight.
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4.2.2 U_prated TDRS Concep_t
The uprated TDRS concept can be packaged in the Shuttle-Agena Tug triple
launch configuration in a similar fashion to the maximum capability concept.
As shown in Figure 4-4, the overall arrangement is quite similar except for
the internal packaging of a smaller number of antennas on each TDRS.
The solar panel design and linkage were changed from the uprated TDRS-
Delta launch concept to move the panels forward away from over the spacecraft
body to a position forward of the furled antennas to reduce the diameter of
the solar panel stowed configuration. This [rovided clearance between solar
panels on adjacent spacecraft and with the sides of the Shuttle bay. It also
eliminated one folding joint in the solar panel support strut linkage, thereby
simplifying the solar panel deployment.
Except for the solar panel change, each TDRS is packaged and stowed in an
identical manner around its own centerline as the Delta launch configuration
described in Section 2.2.1.i. The three spacecraft are mounted side-by-side
• on an adapter of the same geometry as the maximum capability TDRS Agena
adapter. The orientation of the X-X axis of each spacecraft along the l_q-
degree radial lines from the center of the adapter is maintained to providL
the necessary clearances between the spacecraft and the Shuttle bay wall.
The separation from the Agena Tug at synchronous orbit of each spacecraft
at its proper position is accomplished in a fashion similar to that described
in Section 4.2.1.
• The deployment of each TDRS is achieved as described for the Delta-launched
. uprated TDRS in Section 2.2.1.1.
This uprated fDRS has the same 308.5 kg weight as the Delta-launched up-
rated TDRS. With the Shuttle/Agena Tug allowable weight of 487 kg per space-
craft for a triple launch, the contingency per spacecraft is 178.5 kg or
' _" approximately 60 percent of the spacecraft dry weight.
4.3 SHUTTLE/AGENA RELIABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
' , There is no change in spacecraft reliability when launching three TDRS's
q
; with an Agena Tug from the Shuttle. There is, however, a change in overall
system reliability ade to the differenceq in booster type and quantity.
"4
The sol_ lines of 4-5 show the of eitherFigure system reliability
one
or two of three satellites servicing for five years when each is launched with
a Delta 2q14 booster. The dashed lines represent the corresponding system
reliabi_ities with a cluster launch with an Agena from the Shuttle. In the
latte _ case the overall system reliability is limited by the 0.96 reliability
of _,e Agena booster, ,_hereas triple redundancy exists in launch in the indi-
v dual launch case. With triple redundancy, two launches can fail and still
attain mission success. The overall system reliabillties with individual
launches are higher than a cluster launch, even though the reliabilities of
the Delta 2914 and the AKS combined are lower than that of the Agena Tug. By
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increasing the reliability requirements to where two out of three satellites
must survive, the two curves come closer together. The advantage of the higher
Agena reliability is now more evenly balanced by the need for two out of three
individua] launches to succeed. If nonredundant payloads we_'e used, i.e., if
three out of three satellites are required to function at the end of the mission,
a cluster launch would be more advantageous.
The model utilized in the analyses for the Shuttle/Tug was simplified and
the numbers quoted are slightly optimistic since it is assumed that the reli-
ability of the Shuttle launch equals unity and that the quiescent reliabilities
of each satellite during Shuttle and Agena boost also is equal to one.
There are, however, indications that the reliability quoted for the Agena
Tug is conservative. Lockheed stated that the Agena has a 98-percent injection
success rate over the last five years. In that case, the dashed lines of
Figure 4-5 will approach a system reliability of 0.98.
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